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IC loses $1 million in state aid 
By Jacki Donati 
Ithaca College lost approxi-
mately half of "the only direct state 
aid we receive as a private college," 
according to John Galt, director of 
the Ithaca College budget. 
According. to Galt, "Bundy aid 
is a program where they (the state 
government) give the money to pri-
vate colleges and say do with it as 
you wish." 
The college anticipated collect-
ing approximately two million dol-
lars from the state aid, Galt said. 
Galt said, "As we stand right 
now, we·lost about one million dol-
lars of aid. That'saboutonepercent 
of theoperating budgethereatlthaca 
College. If you were to look at it in 
its truest light, that's equivalent to 
giving 88 students free tuition." 
According to Galt, the aid is 
based on the number of graduates 
from Ithaca College. The monies 
received should have actually in-
creased because we had more gradu-
ates, Galt said. 
"This year's graduates decide 
next year's Bundy aid," Galt said. 
In previous years, Ithaca Col-
lege received approximately $1500 
per graduate. A considerable sum 
less of $750 will now be collected 
for each graduate, Galt said. 
"Ithaca College, as a private in-
stitution in New York State~ serves 
an importantrole. We hope the gov-
ernor realizes this role," accor~ng 
to Dave Maley, manager of public 
information. 
Maley said, "Private institutions 
help provide an alternative to pro-
grams that are unavailable at public 
institutions." 
"In previous years, the governor 
has tried togetridofBundy. It is not 
one of his favorite programs," Galt 
said. 
"He (the governor) had already 
cut in 90-91, but although the 
amounts were not insignificant, we 
were able to work within them," 
according to Galt 
"As the crisis wiih the state car-
ried on, we realized the cut (irt aid) 
was going to be more substantial. 
Much of this came out of the fact 
that the governor had already de-
cided to cut the 90-91 Bundy aid by 
5 percent, the payments he already 
promised us, then further on he was 
going to cut it by an additional 
amount," Galt said. 
''Then,"' Galt said, "for 91-92 
we realized. he was really going to 
' hit us. The first rumors were that he 
was going to cut it all, then it came 
down to a 50 percent cut, that's 
what he settled on." 
Galt said, "We went back in and 
revised the operating budget Bundy 
aid doesn't hit any one program or 
department We took a little bit 
from everybody to offset the 
additionals that we had to takeout." 
"We lowered supplies, adminis-
trative travel, things that wouldn't 
hurt the_ academic programs in 
1 
Parking problem could get better 
By Tom Arundel 
With the construction of the new 
science building combined with the 
expected overflow of vehicles in 
the first two weeks of classes, the 
parking problem on campus has 
already sparked complaints with IC 
Campus Safety. 
· Studentsaswellasfacultymem-
bers made calls on Wednesday 
"voicing their concerns" about park-
ing, according to Bob Holt, director 
of Campus- Safety. However, he 
said, there were not as many calls as 
some days last year. 
ByFriday,N,S,andOlotexten-
sions are planned to be open, ac-
cording to Holt. 
"There will be a tremendous in-
crease in parking spots by Friday 
noon when these spots open," Holt 
said. 
The corner of O lot adjacent to S 
lot is planned for opening on Thurs-
day. The intersection at the tennis 
courts is planned to open on Friday 
allowing 16 new spa~es. 
The western comer of the O lot, 
which holds 25 cars, will also open 
Friday, according to Holt 
"By-next week," Holt said,_'.'the 
O lot extension should give 35 more 
spaces." 
In the mean time, Holt urges "Parking's only going to get 
students to use the parking spaces worse," Barnett said. "!don't think 
at Hudson Heights, where students freshmenshouldhaveparkingprivi-
can meet a shuttle which will bring leges." 
them on campus. In a rush to get to class, many 
"We're·depending on our ad in just resort to illegal parking. Ron 
the Ithacan to emphasize that there Nicoson, a professor of corporate 
arespacesatHudsonHeights," Holt communications, left his car with 
said. the flashers on in the loading zone 
Between 10:30 and 11 a.m. on behindtheParkbuilding.JuliaGor-
Wednesday August 28, there were don, '92, also parked there to go to 
five parking spaces on campus and a class. When in doubt, make your 
90 at Hudson Heights, according to own space," Gordon said. 
Holt.. Brian McAree, president of stu-
Although waiting for the Hudson dent activities and affairs, said that 
Heights shuttle to leave for campus finding a parking space should get 
can take up to IO minutes with an easier within the next two weeks. 
additional 4 minute ride, Holt said "By Friday, we should be in a 
he believes that students can still very good situation or better, com-
save time by using it, since finding parable with last year," McAree 
a spot on campus sometimes takes said. "We did try to anticipate this 
up to a half hour. problem." -
However, students and faculty McAree said that after the first 
are still anxious to see improve- two weeks of classes, students who 
ment Stev~ Skopik, a professor of used their cars just to bring their 
photography,spentahalfhourlook- belongings to school begin to take 
ing for a space on Tuesday: their cars home, opening up a lot of 
"They need to get finished," spaces. 
Skopik said. ' Holt also said that the new spaces 
It took David Barnett, '92 biol- should open up a lot of opportuni-
ogy major, 20 minutes to find a ties for desperate parkers. 
space and he doesn't think it will "We're hoping things will work 
get any better. out," Holt said. 
International director appointed 
By Jeff Seliogo 
In a move to promote intema-
"tional relations amo!')g students, 
Ithaca College has appointed Tanya 
Saunders Hamilton as the new di-
rector of international programs. 
Beginning Sept l,Hamilton_will 
assume the position which has been 
vacant for a few years. 
_ In this position, Hamilton will 
be responsible for advising interna-
tional students, coordinating,study-
abroad opportunities, and working 
closely with faculty and adminis-
trators in enhancing international 
awareness on campus, according to 
Matt Wall, senior vice-president 
Wall said that Hamilton will 
help the college bring all aspects of 
the international program under one 
person. 
"This is a global world. Interna-
tional literacy is .an important tool 
our grad~ates should have," Wall 
said. 
Wall explained that two new 
"International literacy 
is an important tool our 
graduates should have." 
-Matt Wall, IC senior vice 
president 
programs, the journalism and inter-
national business programs, dem-
onstrate how important it is to en-
hance the international dimensions 
of the college. 
See .. International," page 4 
place," Galt said. _ 
According to Galt, Ithaca Col-
lege will attempt to compensate for 
the Bundy aid loss by seeking "ad-
ditional contributions from alumni 
aid, corporations, ... tack it on to 
tuition,as a possibility ,or room and 
board." 
The Bundy aid that Ithaca Col- _ 
lege receives is put into "the gen-
eral fund to offset all kinds of things, 
we don't allocate it to anything. 
What it actually does is lowers tu-
ition," Galt said. 
According to Maley, the aid is 
used to compensate faculty and staff 
members and in a variety of other 
areas that the college incurs ex-
penses. 
"We are going to anticipate that 
eventually Bundy will be phased 
out of the government's budget," 
Galt said. 
Galt said, although Bundy aid 
was decreased, "we have increased 
financial aid considerably in the 
"In previous years, the 
governor has tried to 
get rid of Bundy. It is 
not one of his favorite 
programs.'-' 
-John Galt, director of the 
Ithaca College budget 
last year." 
"The million dollars taken away 
in Bundy aid did not affect the Ithaca 
College scholarship at all. Instead 
we increased it considerably this 
last yeart according to Galt. 
"Unfortunately, we can't make 
up the difference of what the state 
has taken away. Wehavenocontrol 
over those ~holarships," Galt said. 
According to Galt, the Bundy 
aid budget will remain intact forth~ 
rest of the 91-92 academic year. 
But, Galt warned, "Knock on wood 
that it'll hold and they won 'tchange 
it this year." 
The calm· before the storm 
Ithacan I Ezra Basom 
Students sit on the grass between HIii Center 
and Smiddy Hall awaiting the opening of registration on 
Tuesday, Aug. 27. 
Before registration started at 1 p.m., the line of 
students stretched out of HIii Center, around Smiddy 
Hall and reached to the fountains. 
.. , ~ 
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Question: 
Should freshmen be allowed to have cars on campus in light of 
the current parking situation? 
Azimio Rashad '92 
Political Science / French 
Freshmen shouldn't have 
cars because there isn't 
enough parking for upper-
classmen. 
Gayle Cohen '93 
Psychology 
Everyone should be able to 
park on campus and the ad-
ministration should install 
more parking 
. By Adam Riemer 
Jennifer Kittner '95 
Psychology 
Freshmen shouldn't be al-
lowed because as a freshmen 
it's better to stay on campus 
without access to a car. 
r 
____ j B_DCKS 
Dinero 
aalah 
\nterested in distributing newspapers and making money? Contact The Ithacan. 
Either stop by at Park 269 or call 27 4-3208. (mention this ad) 
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Corrections _· 
In the article, "Turtle Bridges and Munch~e M~chines," the donor 
of the Disc atop Textor was incorrectly 1dentifi~ as a Camell 
professor. The donor was David Charles Mandeville, an Ithaca 
College Trustee. . ,; 
The hours printed for the library didn't take affect until Wednes-
day, August 28. 
• In the article, "The Move is On", Ame~can Com~unity Cable 
was incorrectly identified. In the sa1!1e ~1cle, Tompkm_s Corlland 
Community College was incorrectly 1denufiedas Tompkms County 
Community College. 
AppleCare® 2 + 1 l . 
Save now on Apple's ex.tended service plan 
for your Macintosh®. 
BUY 2 YIARS · GIT 1 YIAR f RU 
Three full years of service protection for less than the cost of a 
single typical repair! The plan covers the cost of remedial 
maintenance and repairs, including parts and labor, no matter 
how many times you might need service. 
Save money now, call Patricia Menotti 
home office 315-253-5951, or leave a message 
al 1-800-488-4877. 
Q&A 
SESSIONS r•nj ThO>J,,.is;m $-)Hjij•IU; ~ Friends 110 
Connecting Point. lllJ 
AUTHORIZED COM'UTER CENTERS 
SERVICE CENTER 
Se Authorized Education Sales Consultant 
Apple Macintosh and tho Apple logo ar~ rogisterod tradomarl<s of Apple Co"1)U!or Inc. Classic is a trade rm-, 
' licensed to Apple Cor'1)Uter Inc. AW1.Ca-e is a re~ste,ed service mark of Apple Cor'1)Uter, Inc. 
Priority determined by class standing and· date 
and time of applications. . 
All Applications must be submitted to the office of 
Residential Life by 5 p.m., Sept. 6 
Application received prior to September 4th are now 
null and void. -
-
..• ...... !. 
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Liviti"g'itt a lounge 
- By Jason Sheenan 
Maggie McHugh, director of 
residential life, said that as of 
Wednesday there were44 students 
housed in residence hall lounges. 
McHugh said that although this 
years total was only half that of last 
year, reassignment is a slow pro-
cess. 
Only when rooms become avail-
able by drop-out or students not 
reporting to school can they be given 
to the occupants of the lounges, 
McHugh said. -
"It's a prediction game," 
McHugh said. According to 
McHugh, theadmissionsoffice will 
accept more sbldents thantheschool 
can house with the understanding 
that not all students who are ac-
cepted at Ithaca college will end up 
here in the fall. 
McHugh said that this year 
showed a higher rate of attendance 
than last y~~ and yet there are less-
students living in the lounges· this 
yearthanlasL ''1beprojectionsdone 
by the admissions office were right 
on. This was a-good year because 
more students came than were ex-
pected." At opening there were 45 
students housed in the lounges, and 
reassignment will begin on SepL 
29; accordingtoBonnieSoltPrunty, 
According to McHugh_ this is 
normal practice and the students 
housed in the lounges will be the 
first to be moved into standard resi-
. _ Ithacan / Kevin Miller 
Keith Moore '95 gets some work done at his desk In a converted 
lounge. 
dence hall rooms as space allows. 
"Last year all of the students 
were out of the lounges by the sec-
ond semester, but this year, since 
there are only half as many, we 
hope to have them in donns by 
midway through the first semester, 
but that's only my best guess," 
McHugh said. 
Ben Ballard, '95 is unsureofhow 
he feels. "It's nice," Ben said, 
"There's quite a bit of room and 
only three people living here." Al-
though he doesn't know when they 
will be moved out, Ballard would 
be pappy to have a regular dorm 
room. "But, who knows," Ballard 
"It's a prediction game." 
-Maggie McHugh, director 
of residential life 
said, "I really don 'tknow how long 
we're going to be here." 
Some students like the idea of 
living in lounges. Alan Semerdjian 
'95 said, "I love it, I didn't expect 
to like iL" He said other than the 
furniture being bolted to the floor 
it's perfect 
Chris Dedrick '95, and living in 
the East Tower's seventh floor 
lounge, agrees. He said "I love it! 
I'd kill or die to stay in here." 
:Pollution and its -
effects on fish 
and shellfish 
By Diane MacEachern 
Q. Given how polluted so many 
lakes and rivers are, are fish and 
shellfish safe to eat? 
A.. It depends on what you eat 
and where it's caught. 
The greatest number of ill-
nesses_ come from raw shellfish 
such as oysters, clams and mus-
sels that are harvested in water 
contaminated with human sew-
age. 
But fish can also become 
tainted with salmonella or 
campylobacter bacteria,either 
from living in waterpolluted with 
feces, or from improper process-
ing or preparation. . 
·According to the Food and 
Drug Administration, fish and 
shellfish contain pesticide resi-
due more frequently than do 
fruits, vegetables, grains and 
dairy products. 
Fish accumulate more fat-
soluble pesticides because 
they're near the top of a long 
food chain. 
At each level the contami-
nants become more concentrated. 
Lead, cadmium, chromium and 
arsenic can turn up in shellfish, 
while methyl mercury has been 
found in swordfish, large tuna, 
shark and halibut. 
Take the following precau-
Tips 
for 
Planet 
Earth 
tions: 
--Choose cod, haddock and pol-
lock over swordfish, shark or 
halibut, which may contain lead, 
a hazard especially for pregnant 
women and their fetuses. 
-Eat a variety of fish and shell-
fish to lessen potential contami-
nation from any one source. 
--If you catch your own, make 
sure the waters are approved for 
fishing or for harvesting shell-
fish. Check with your state or 
local health or environmental 
protection department. 
--Avoid eating raw shellfish. If 
you do, make sure it hasn't been 
harvested from waters closed to 
shellfishing (ask to see the certi-
fied shipper's tag that must ac-
company shellfish products). 
--Buy fish and ·shellfish from 
reputable dealers with proper 
storage and handling facilities. 
A void roadside sellers. 
--Choose younger, smaller fish; 
they've had less time to accumu-
late toxins from surrounding 
water or other fish. 
--Cook fish completely: about 6 
to IO minutes per inch of thick-
ness. 
Diane MacEachern, wrote lhe 
bes/ seller, "Save Our Planet: 
750 Everyday Ways You Can 
HelpClean Up the E~rth." 
OUNDS SQ~YSPORTS Billboard. JVCMICRO ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • WALKMAN Top 10 COMPONENT • SAFER SEX • 
-iNE • • _..,. SYSTEM • • ,,~ • * Are you sexually active? • Everyday • • -- • • 
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Sale Price 
.. -] • • FREE . • Are you protected against unplanned • 
-· __ , • pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? • PARKING $1122 C?mpact • • WMAF-58 Discs • • 
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-W-eieome 
Bac-k 
Staade .. ts 
with Regional American <;oo_k~ry _ 
PLUS Authentic Hickory Smoked Barbeque 
SeNing From 11 :3n am till l 0:00prn 
LUNCH - DINNER - SUNDAY BRUNCH 
Sunday: Mug Night- Buy a Plums Mug for S l and enjoy 
Draft Specials. - Bring the mug back each Sunday 
SPECIAL ONE NIGHT APPEARANCE by : 
MARK & JEFF Doing Vocals· and Acoustic Guitqr -
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER .8th 
10po, till .clos~ _ 
- .. ~ . - - .. 
Monday: RolJing Rock specials 
Tuesday: Late Night Happy Hour -
Bari qraft&Pitcher Specials 
Wednesday: Well Night - Well Drink Specials 
Thursday: M9lson Night 
Golden, Light & Dry Specials 
-E-Au,nr~- Proper I.D. Required - Misrepresented i.D.'s. will be Confiscated 
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Centennial celebrlltion offers events for all 
Plans for 
commemorating 
the college's 100th 
birthday 
By Rosalia Leonti 
On New Year's Eve, Ithaca Col-
lege will ring in a busy new year 
with "Celebration of a Century -- A 
New Year's Eve Centennial Ball," 
uncorking the beginning of its cen-
tennial year. 
But this is just the beginning, as 
1992 promises to be one of the most 
exciting years in the history oflthaca 
College. 
Plans for the centennial celebra-
tions have been in the making since 
September 1988 when a small group 
of six people began preparations. 
It's three years later and now the 
group has grown to a commitee 
of16. · 
Many events are scheduled and 
participation is ex pee ted to be high. 
Support from students and faculty 
as well as from the public should 
guarantee a wonderful time for all. 
"The old downtown campus 
had 70 years of history. The eel-
, ebration will build bridges to the 
International --
continued from page 1 
Wall said that the search took 
'overayeartocomplete,andover75 
qualified people applied for the job. 
With Hamilton, "we get some-
one with extensive experience with 
international programs and excel-
lent credentials," Wall said. 
Hamilton comes co Ithaca from 
the Rorida International Univer-
sity, where she served as acting 
director of the Center for Multilin-
gual and Multicultural Studies. 
She was also former associate 
director of the center, according to 
the Ithaca College News. 
She received her bachelor's de-
gree in Spanish and French litera-
ture from Bucknell University and 
her masters and doctorate in His-
panic studies from Brown Univer-
sity. 
She has been the recipient of a 
Brown University Fellowship, a 
Ford Foundation Fellowship.and a 
Fulbright-Hays Fellowship for dis-
sertation research in Spain, accord-
ing to the Ithaca College News. 
The appointment of Hamilton 
"comes at a time of growing inter-
national emblems, and at a time 
when Ithaca welcomes its largest 
number of foreign students, 43 stu-
dents from 23 nations to the Class 
of 1995," Wall said. 
·wRITE! 
EDIT! 
TAKE 
PHOTOS! 
SELL! 
Come to our 
recruitment 
meeting Sunday, 
Sept. 1 at 7 p.m. 
in the Ithacan 
office, Park 269. 
local community," said Senior Vice 
President and Centennial Planning 
Committee Chair Matthew B. Wall. 
Wall also felt that, ''The resi-
dentsoflthacahave always thought 
of IC as Ithaca's own college." 
Theaunosphereof theyearsgone 
by will be brought back with 
Fo~nders Weekend/Homecoming 
on Sept. 18-20. 
The good old days will be revis-
ited with scheduled events such as 
"1892 Day," which will entail cos-
tumes, a tum of the century base-
ball game, an 1892 picnic/carnival 
which will be held on the IC cam-
pus, and an Old Time Band Concert 
in Dewitt Park. 
Alex HaleY,, author of"Roots," 
will be the keynote speaker for the 
evenL 
Founders Weekend should be 
memorable because of its many 
events and the fact that, "We've 
never before had a Founders Week-
end," said Matt Wall. If the week-
end is a success, Wall feels that, "It 
might become a tradition." 
Jennifer Cooley, an IC senior 
who worked in the centennial of-
fice over the summer felt that, "The 
festivities wi~l bring people together 
and cover a lot of different areas of 
"Students can make 
things happen. The 
more involvement, the 
better the celebration 
will be." 
-Jennifer Cooley '92 
interest." 
Events will send everyone spin-
ning as IC talces on a centennial 
twisL According to Wall, "We will 
be taking what we have and making 
it a special combination of doing 
new things wjth a centennial spin." 
If all this spinning has your ap-
petite worked up, you might want 
to be present at the Hipping Aap-
jacks breakfast also scheduled for 
"1892 Day." 
Everyone will have the oppor-
tunity to fill up on flapjacks be-
cause classes will be cancelled and 
offices will be closed. 
Another highlight of the year, 
"The Second Century Symposia" 
will be very important to IC. Each 
of the five schools will be repre-
sented through the use of different 
themes and with various events 
scheduled. 
There will be several keynote 
speakers, notably Bryan Cassid~, a 
member of the European· Parlia-
ment and several journalists who 
will speak on the future of U.S .• and 
Soviet relations. 
The symposia series will be 
spread out throughout the year. 
Centennial Director Sandra 
Melloch describes the symposia as, 
"forward looking, international.and 
interdisciplinary." 
Melloch also stresSed the diffi-
culty in planning such an immense 
range ofactivities, "We dido 't want 
to have one event overshadow an-
other." 
Cooley, who also attended the 
Centennial Planning Committee 
meetings this summer has high 
hopes for student involvement, 
"Students can make things happen. 
The more involvement, the better 
the celebration will be." 
The centennial celebration has 
more for everyone to enjoy through-
outl992. There will be a spring 
formal, a commemorative quilt, a 
centennial garden, centennial cake, 
and memorabilia ranging from T-
shirts to a special signet ring. 
There will even be a centennial 
cookbook, "100 Years and Still 
Cookin'." 
Dewey Neild 
Matthew Wall, senior vice president 
and chair of the Centennial 
Planning Committee. 
Also in the works is a centennial 
time capsule that may be opened at 
the 25th reunion of the centennial 
class. 
With the quantity and variety of 
activities planned for its centen-
nial, 1992 promises to be a year 
Ithaca College will never forget. 
. . 
LONDON CALLING 
COME. ON 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON CENT-ER 
!3ri+ich '"1r"rl ir"'ternational faculty teach business commu . t· .. 
th t· . · nica ions, humanities 
ma ema ,cs/natural sciences, music, and social sciences s . 1 f . ' · t · . · pec1a eatures include 
in ernships and excursions. Full Ithaca College credit awarded. 
Come to an information session: 
Thursday, September 5 
7:00-8:30 p.m. 
North Meeting Room 
-
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Turtle 
bridge 
re·visite·d 
By Amy Kweskin 
Over 1600 Freshman were wel-
comed to Ithaca College at 
Monday's Convoc;ation ceremo-
nies in the Hill Center gymnasium. 
Roy · H. Park, chainnan of the 
college's board of trustees entitled 
the class of 1995, "a very cosmo-
politan group," with students from 
39 states and 28 foreign countries. 
Park introduced lC President 
James J. Whalen to the students. 
"He is known on this campus as a 
friendly compassionate and greatly 
accessible man who over the years 
has been called J. J.," Park said. 
Whalen commemoraied the 
college's centenial celebration in 
his traditional Turtle Bridge speech: 
Each Convocation Whalen alludes 
. Ithacan / Amy Kweskin 
Freshmen follow along with Convocation Ceremony. 
to a favorite pond in New Hamp-
shire where he sits and contem--
plates the future of the college. 
Freshman Rebecca Henry, an 
international business major appre-
ciated Whalen's speech. "What he 
hadto~ygavemealotofinputinto 
his expectations for our class," 
Henry said 
Jennifer Catherine, a freshman 
history major, sees Whalen as a 
college role model. "He will be 
someone that we can ·look towards 
for leadership," Catherine said. 
Michael Faber, IC's Jewish 
chaplain blew a shofar, a rams horn 
trumpet used in Jewish ceremonies, 
in his benediction. 
The recessional was accompa-
nied by the faculty brass quintet's 
perfonnance of Johann Pezel' s So-
nata No. 22. 
:::.~ ~---- ........ ---........ - .. ---= ~ . 
DRUMMING AND MIDJTATION \ I 
Come and share the infinity of your being,==,_·=,:_:,! become alive. and let your heart join the 
Drum beat of the universe 
Every Thursday 12:05 - 1 :05 p.m. during the Fall semester i 
(except Oct.17 & Nov. 21) at MULLER CHAPEL, ITHACA COLLEGE ! 
For the first 45 minutes Eddie Smith and Michael Markus will lead us through I 
a drumming experience while you may join in 1 
DANCING, PLAYING A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, OR MEDITATING I 
For the rest of the time there will be meditation. · \ 
For more information, call Dani Novak: 274~3595 (work), 257-2749 (evening). j 
===::::::IQ 
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Gordon n_amed as 
new vice president 
Bonnie J. Gordon '78, assistant 
vice president for college relations 
and resource development since 
1988, has been named vice presi-
dent for that office. She replaces 
John Zeller, who took a position as 
· associate vice president for medi-
cal development at the University 
of Rochester Medical Center. 
"Bonnie ,is absolutely- the right 
person, at the right time, for this 
job," said President James J. 
Whalen. 
"As we enter the next stage in 
our fund-raising efforts and as we 
prepare to celebrate the College's 
centennial, it is critical that we have 
someone in that position with the 
appropriate experience and exper-
tise. Bonnie has the full support and 
confidence of the board of trustees 
and the administration," Whalen 
said. 
As assistant vice president, Gor-
don supervised all College publica-
'tions, public information, sports 
information, and alumni programs. 
In addition to those areas, she 
will now also direct all aspects of 
,development, including annual giv-
'ing, planned giving, and corporate 
Andrejs Ozolins 
Bonnie J. Gordon 
and foundation relations .. 
She will also continue to serve 
as the College's spokesperson and 
as a principal liaison for the presi-
dent to state and national associa-
tions. 
After earning a degree in speech 
communication from Ithaca, Gor-
don pursued graduate study in pub- ' 
lie communication at Boston Uni-
versity. She returned to the College 
in 1980 as a staff writer and editor 
in the Office of College Relations. 
In 1983 she joined the Office of 
the President ac; administrative and 
executive assistant, providing di-
rect staff support to President 
-Whalen. 
-----SPEED READING----
• AYER AGE GAIN. js 9X in W • NQ MAC.HIN.ES· individualized, 
speea with tile same-3l bener comp re· expert 1nstruct1on, in ve~ry small groups. 
hensio'n, appropriate for screening, fa- • FLEXIBLE SCH EDU LI N.G · 6 
miliarizing. The average gain in speed lor classes _over 1 ·6 weeks. Some trans-
the complete study reading is 2-4X, port assistance. 
understandinr remembering. usually wit~ much better c_oncentration, \~B_E_G_I_N_N_O_W--,\ 
ye;r;:x~:r~enc! ~n
5
1!:cifn~~:d ~;:1g
3
n~ or October 
mg learning programs, commercial as A LIFETIME tN\/ESTMENT 
well as acaaomic. 
Jbe courfe dev312~s stam;na in pro-
cessing o printe m 0rma110n; 1m1>roves 
perceptjon ol pattern. amo_ng ideas, 
priomy among de1a1ls; increases 
producl(vi[y of time and energy. 
Csl MAIL ~NFO. PACKET · 273-5558 
Now In our 16th Year 
PIZZA! 
WINGS! 
Only at Rogan's 
Always at Rogan's 
Ithaca College Theatre 
SUBS! 
The Way You Want Them, 
When-You Want Them. 
Medium Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
$5.50 
Large Pizza 
with 1 topping and 2 16 oz. sodas 
$8.5·0 
Rock Bottom at Rogan's! 
,2 Medium Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$9.95 
2 Large Pizzas 
with 4 16oz. sodas 
$14.95 
Large pizza 
2 16 oz. sodas 
24 wings 
$~ 
You must mention this ad when ordering 
I 
"Make the Call." 
I • 
ROGAN'S CORNER 
273-6006:·_ 
Noon till 2:00 a.m. Fri.-Sat. Noon· till 1 :30 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
We gladly accept VISA an~ M~STERC~~D __ . 
We gladly accept our compcutors -coupoi;ts on p1z1..a 
.. . ' .. - - - ·- . .. ., 
'::. 
The Curious Savage 
October 1-5, 1991 
A Chorus Line 
October 22-26, 1991 
The Threepenny Opera 
November 8-9, 12-16, 1991 
The Tender Land 
February 11-15, 1992 , 
Dance Concert '92/Everyman 
March 31-April 4, 1992 
Othello 
April 21-25, 1992 
Call 274-3915 now! 
... I,- S ,-. • • I 'J 'J I''• 1 "\ 
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Expression can 
help you to 
avoid an anxiety 
overload 
By Dr. Rosemary Clarke 
Anxiety refers to an aroused 
state - a feeling of upset and 
unease with a sense of forebod-
ing as if something negative is 
about to happen. 
The experience of anxiety 
may range from mild - a nor-
mal condition with just enough 
arousal for us to respond - to 
difficult or stressful demands that 
are intense and more like panic. 
These disrupt normal function-
ing. 
When anxiety takes the fonn 
of panic - there is an intense 
fear of losing control of oneself. 
Often this fear is a cover for 
other impulses that we feel are 
unacceptable. 
Unlike stress, which is our 
reaction to outside factors, anxi-
ety has to do with what is stirred 
up inside of us. 
Underlying anxiety are fears 
regarding where we fit into the 
world. Often, we fear disap-
proval for being ourselves. 
Often we are harsher in judg-
ing ourselves than other people 
and we fear rejection based on 
ourown belief that somehow we 
are inferior. 
So, how can you use anxiety 
to help yourself? 
I . Anxiety can be a signal to 
question yourself about beliefs, 
values and attitudes. Take an in-
ventory of yourself to ascertain 
what has meaning and connec-
tion to you. Anxiety is often the 
/ result of blocked avenues of ex-
rt't'I ,~..,J,. ,.,,F,• 
• • ' I ,' ' •~I .... 
Counselor's 
Corner 
MttN 
AU2USt 29, 1991 
Court deCision prohibits == 
copying without permission 
pression. 
2. Admit to having feared feel-
ings and impulses. You can think 
any numberof negative thoughts 
without being a bad person. 
Being human means both the 
good and bad exist side by side 
in us. The trick is to choose not 
to act on our negative impulses 
even as we are aware of having 
them. 
3. Look at your present ways of 
connecting with people. Do you 
have relationships that are for-
mal without much emotional 
warmth or substance? Without 
solid connections, we often feel 
adrift without much support. 
4. Pay attention to what you 
worryabouL Wecancreateanxi-
ety by thinking anxious thoughts 
and worrying about all manner 
of things over which we have no 
control. Change your belief in 
the efficacy of worry. It's a chal-
lenge to use anxiety as an impe-
tus to solve problems. 
Finally, exercise. You'll be 
surprised at what can happen 
when you do something that en-
gages .your whole body in a 
physical way.· Or, find ways to 
relax. 
Anxiety feeds on itself and 
the symptoms can make you 
think you 're sick. Then you 
worry about being sick and get 
yourself into a cycle that just 
makes things worse. 
Dr. Rosemary Clarke is a coun-
selor at the Ithaca College 
Health Center. 
By Amy Hudson, 
College Press Service 
Students likely will be paying 
more for course materials this·year 
astheresultofafederalcourtruling 
that requires com'mercial copy cen-
ters to get permission to photocopy 
those materials. 
It's all because of a U.S. Dis-
trict Court's ruling last March 
against Kinko's Graphics Corp., 
which owns about 300 copy shops 
nationwide. 
Judge Constance Baker-Motley 
ruled that the chain's popular pro-
fessor publishing program broke 
copyright laws. Under the program, 
professorscouldcreatespecial texts 
for their classes by picking and 
choosing excerpts from books, 
newspaper and magazine articles 
and other materials, and then have 
Kinko's reproduce and bind them 
together for the professor's stu-
dents. 
Kinko 'shad argued that its pho-
tocopying constituted "fair use" 
under federal copyright laws be-
cause it was educational in nature, 
but the judge rejected that claim. 
The ruling applies not just to 
Kinko' s but to any other copy shop 
that produces course packets. It 
means they all must get publishers' 
permission for everything they 
photocopy, adding "time and cost 
to the educational process," said 
Adrianna Foss, spokeswoman for 
the Ventura, Calif., print company. 
The_ class packets are costing 
more this year because publishers 
are finally getting paid royalties for 
their material. And getung perm1s-
sion to reproduce a copyrighted 
material takes time. 
"It can take days and even weeks 
for publishers to get back to us," 
Foss said. "Professors are just now 
bringing us the materials." Dave 
Church, an employee of Kinko's of 
Ithaca, said "It's very time con-
suming and monotonous." 
"It'sreallystartingtosnowball,'' 
agreed Scott Bullard of the Na-
tional Association of College Stores 
(NACS). The Ohio-based associa-
tion, which represents bookstores 
at campuses around the country, 
established as a pilot project in May 
a service to handle copyright re-
quests for about 30 of its members. 
It plans to extend the service in 
October to all of its members. 
This is how it works: A profes-
sor brings a list of the needed mate-
rials for a certain class to the cam-
pus bookstore, which in tum, for-
wards the list to theNACS to secure 
copyright permission. 
"We're averaging under lOdays 
to get all the pennissions for acer-
tain class," Bullard said. While it's 
a "terrific turnaround," Bullard says 
it doesn't match what many copy 
shops did last school year, when, in 
many instances, course materials 
could be ready overnight because 
the shops didn't bother to get per-
mission from publishers. 
Church said that it could take his 
copy shop anywhere from three 
weeks to a month to get all the 
permissions from publishers espe-
cially if Kinko's doesn't have an 
agr~ement w,ith them. "It's more of 
an mconvemence than anythmg," 
Seniors '92 
ORLD"TOU 
Church said. 
"ff we get a request two days 
before classes start. for materials 
there's going to be a-delay" said 
William Simpson, head of the Uni-
versity of Connecticut's bookstore 
"Professors really have to un~ 
derstand that the law and circum-
stances have changed," Bullard said 
"They n~ to plan ahead to ge~ 
enough time to clear permissions 
legally." 
Church said, "It has already de-
creased the number of professor 
thatuseit(theservice)." According 
to Church the professors are more 
upset about the ruling than anybody. 
~e. ~ull effec!s of the ruling 
avarlabrhty of copied materials and 
how much more the materials will 
cost won't be known until student~ 
return to classes this fall. 
Some observers say the added 
hassle could lead some professors 
to give textbooks another try. "It 
may be that some faculty will de-
cide that ordering full textbooks 
makes more sense," said Jim 
Lichtenberg, communications con. 
sultantforthe Association of Ameri-
can Publishers, a New York-based 
group that represented eight text-
book publishers in the case against 
Kinko's. 
"It could temporarily slow down 
the move toward customized texts '' 
Simpson agreed. But publishe;s, 
bookstores and assocations are gear. 
ing up tc handle copyright permis-
sions electronically by computer, 
meaning professors could get the 
~K to _reprodu~e material almost 
immediately, Simpson srud. 
Join us at our first stopl 
,, 
lfo/11,11o~ 
Friday, Aug~ 30th 4-7 pm 
Pub/Coffeehouse 
$1 for seniors/$2 for non-seniors 
Must be 21 to drink 
sponsored by Senior Class • Special thanks to M · . 
- ex1ca/J Rose 
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Bicycles 
must be 
registered 
This fall students will have 
the opportunity to register their 
bicycles. The regisb'ation pro-
cess involves filling out a form 
at the Campus Safety office. 
The sticker issued to the bike 
owner should then be applied to 
the bicycle as directed by the 
Traffic Bureau. 
Bicycles should be registered 
for two reasons. In the interest of 
crime prevention; a bicycle with 
apermitnumberiseasiertoiden-
tify than one without . 
_ More importantly, bicycles 
which are parked illegally in 
fire hazard areas create a dan-
ger to the entire college com-
munity. Bicycles found in 
these areas will be moved at 
the owner's expense·by Life 
Safety. 
A registered bike can be 
identified by Life Safety, and 
the department will attempt to 
contact the owner of a regis-
tered bike if it· is in a hazard 
area and needs to be moved. 
In order to register your bi-
cycle please come to the Traf-
fic Bureau between the hours 
of 9am to 4:30 pm, Monday 
through Friday. There is no 
charge for the registration and 
it is valid as Jong as the regis-
b'ant is a student at Ithaca Col-
lege. 
The Perfect 
Present 
~NU~Al 
,rrrR~~!ONS 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd 
Collegetown 
27-3 - 4857 
We Deliver 
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Education officials crack down on loan defaults 
By Jaret Seiberg, 
College Pre~ Service 
Thousandsof students who planned 
to attend classes this fall discovered 
that they are ineligible for federally 
guaranteed loans because of their 
schools' high default rates. 
The students are the unintended 
victims of a new Department of Edu-
cation policy aimed at reducing loan 
defaults that will cost taxpayers $3 
billion this year. 
The rule bars schools with high 
loan default rates from the Stafford, 
Supplemental Loans for Students and 
PLUS loan programs. 
"These actions are another step in 
the department's on-going phn to re-
store integrity and public confidence 
in the student financial aid programs," 
said Michael J. Farrell, acting assis-
tant secretary for postsecondary edu-
cation. 
The policy,which became law as 
part of the 1990 budget deficit reduc-
tion agreement affects students at 225 
institutions, most of which are for-
profit trade schools. 
Some of these for-profit schools 
have been accused of bilking the gov-
emment out of millions of dollars 
by arranging student loans for low-
income students attending their in-
stitutions. 
According to federal officials, 
these students leave the schools 
without a usable education. Then 
they default on the payments be-
cause they can't earn enough to re-
pay the loans. The Department of 
Education began proceedings July 
17 to bar the 225 schools from the 
loan programs. 
More than 542,000 students 
failed to make payments on their 
loans in fiscal 1989. Institutions 
with default rates above 35 percent 
in 1987, 1988 and 1989. 
A national student lobbying 
group says it fears President Bush 
will try to expa!ld the total expul-
sion from federal aid programs to 
students at all high default schools. 
Selena Dong, legislative direc-
tor of the United States Student 
Association, said USSA opposes 
the current policy and plans to fight 
any Bush ad~inistration plan to 
expand it to other aid programs. 
"We agree that something has to 
be done about schools that are 
fraudulent," Dong said. "But it 
doesn't make any sense to punish 
current students for the default rates 
of past students." _ 
Dong said the Bush adminisb'a-
tion has forgotten the 90 percent of 
students who repay their loans. 
"It is b'Ue that students are being 
unfairly punished for something 
they have no control over," said 
Charles B. Saunders, senior vice 
president for governmental affairs 
at the American Council on Educa-
tion. 
Saunders said the council has 
always argued for a more flexible 
expulsion system that can target 
mismanaged schools. 
But Dong says the default prob-
lem wouldn't exist if the depart-
ment gave more grants to low-in-
come students instead of requiring 
them to borrow money. 
"The federal government should 
just accept that they have a certain 
level of default when they take a 
risk, but it's worth the risk to put a 
low-income student through 
school," Dong said. 
Make new friends ... meet the old Hike, 
swim, play, talk, laugh, etc. 
We'll leave at 9 am; Sat., Aug. 31 for Camp Yaiewano on Owasco Lake, 
stay in treehouses or tents, (don't panic ... there are shower houses!) 
and return at 11 am, Mon., Sept. 2 
Cost: $20.00 (Scholarships available) 
Call Muller Chap_~l _for reservations 
We want you ... 
•• 
Sunday, September 1 , 
7 p.m., 
The Ithacan Office, 
Park Communications 
room 269 . 
. to join The Ithacan 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING-
Thursday ACS Lab Schedule for Auaust 29 throuah Septembe_r 4 "- -"-
August 29 Room Thurs 8/29 Fri 8/30 Sat 8/31 Sun 9/1 Mon.9/2 Tues9/3 Wed 9/4 
: 
"'' -9am-5pm 8arri-11pm 8am-11pm-92 WICB and 106 VIC will hold 
their Fall information meeting for 
students with no prior involvement 
with the stations. Park School Au-
ditorium, 7 p.m. 
Friends 110 
(PCs & Macs) 9am-11pm 9am-5pm 11am-6pm 
12pm-Bpm 
Closed Closed Closed Closed Friends 207 Closed Closed Closed (PCs) 
Sunday 
September 1 
Closed Closed Closed Closed Friends 306 Closed Closed Closed (Suns) 
Smiddy 114 Closed Closed Closed 9am-11pm 9am-11pm Closed Closed (PCs) 
Sam-Mid Sam-Mid 
The ITHACAN will hold its first 
recruitment meeting at 7 p.m. in the 
Ithacan office, Park 269. Muller 101 (VAX) Barn-Mid Sam-Mid 
Barn-Mid Sam-Mid Sam-Mid 
Monday 
September 2 
Women's basketball information 
meeting, 8 p.m. in the Hill Center 
Seminar Room. Bring a pen and a 
copy of your class schedule. Pre-
season conditioning will begin im-
mediately. See coach Pritchard in 
Hill Center if you are interested but 
, cannot attend. 
Labor Day--No classes in session. 
Tuesday 
September_ 3 
Reception for the opening of Soul 
Searching--a 20-year retrospec-
tive of work by Ithaca area artist 
Deborah Jones, 5-7 p.m., 
Handwerker Gallery, Gannett 
Center.The exhibit will be open 
weekdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., until 
OcLS. 
Hill 54 Closed (PCs & Macs) 
Park 219 & 273 Closed (PCs) 
Park 283 Closed (Macs) 
Roy H. Park School Photography 
Gallery presents works by Eduardo 
Del ValleandMirtaGomezof Sun-
rise, Fl., firstfloorof thePark build-
ing1 until Sept. 20. 
Wednesday 
September4 
Last Day to ADD/DROP Block I 
courses. 
Second Ward Common Council 
candidates John Efroymson and 
LaBerta McGruder will discuss lo-
cal issues at 7:30 p.m. at the South 
Hill School. All are welcome, spon-
sored by the South Hill Civic Asso-
ciation. 
Ithaca College Concerts presents 
the New York Chamber Orchestra, 
Closed Closed 
Closed Closed 
Closed Closed 
performmg works by Mozart. 8: 15 
p.m., Ford Hall Auditorium. Ad-
mission will be charged. There will 
be a preconcert lecture by William 
Cowdery. 7:30p.m.,room201,Ford 
Hall. 
Thursday 
September 5 
The Ithaca College Forensics team 
will hold its organizational meeting 
at7 p.m. in the Park Building, room 
285. Comeandfindoutaboutspeech 
communication activities. 
Closed Closed 
Closed Closed 
Closed Closed 
Friday 
September 6 
Last Day to register PASS/FAIL 
for Block 1 courses. 
General 
information 
Cornell's Department or Theatre 
Arts is auditioning for children ages 
10 to 14 for the fall production of A 
Mother Goose Odyssey. Call 
Pamela Guionat254-2703 to sched-
" Twenty-Four Italian Art . ule audition times: 
Songs," a recital by members of • . . . , 
the voice faculty; 8:15 p.m., Ford Trammg will ~gm on Mondays 
Auditorium. and Thursdays 10 late September 
1pm-11pm 1 am-11pm 
Closed Closed 
12pm-1pm 8pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 
for volunteers for the Suicide Pre-
vention and Crisis Service. 
Volunteers will be trained to staff 
a 24-hour crisis line, focusing on 
listening skills and applying those 
skills to areas such as crisis inter-
vention, substance abuse, grief and 
loss, and depression. Volunteers 
must be able to commit themselves 
to 20 hours of service a month, for 
one year. Those interested, call 272-
1505. Ask for the Crisis Line Man-
ager. 
Male and female dancers needed 
to audition for the Parent's Week-
end performance at 12 p.m., Sun-
day,_SepL 8.Forinfo, contactMich-
elle Cole·or Alison Kitchar at 274-
3125 or stop by Hill Center rm. #2. 
The Second Best thing about 
Advertising Sales at The Ithacan 
What's the best thing? 
Experience. Before you 
know it Ithaca College will 
be sending you Alumni 
mailings. You'll be very 
anxious to send your 
contribution to your 
beloved alma mater, but first 
you'll nee~ a job. 
Yes~ a job. 
To get that job, you're going 
to need experience. Why? 
Because everyone, else will 
have it, that's why. The 
Ithacan offers you the chance 
to get experience in sales, 
layout, media, and account 
management-so take 
advantage of it. Oh, and by 
the way, you could use some 
extra bucks, right? 
Seen the light? Stop by Park 269 an~ speak to Andrea Valik or Todd. Bu.tler. 
Or call 274--3208._If you won't do 1t for yourself, do it for.your resume~ , 
. . . . ", . .. . . ., 
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OPINION 
A practical 
parking remedy 
'.There is a rather simple, but practical way of helping to relieve some 
of the traffic and parking burden on the Ithaca College campus: Abolish 
freshmen parking privileges . 
Granted, freshmen probably have the fewest number of vehicles on 
campus. But ev~ry little bit help~. And even J oho B. Oblak, vice president 
for student affaus and campus life, admitted that prohibiting freshmen to 
have cars--a policy that many other schools maintain-would alleviate 
some campus congestion. 
However, Oblak further explained-that the college will not act as a 
parent by determi~ing·.who does or doesn't drive and park on campus. 
But when the s1tuauon becomes as messy as it has--parking lots were 
fill<:<1 by 9 a.~. Wedne~ar and drivers circled for spots that just weren't 
avadable--a httle pracucality may go a long way towards cleaning up the 
mess. 
After all, fre.shmen are required to live on campus--presumably so they 
can ~ully experience the college atmosphere, an atmosphere which makes 
leavmg campus often as a freshman unnecessary. And when one needs to 
leave campus, the city oflthaca offers timely and dependable bus service 
from the campus to downtown Ithaca. 
Most freshmen vehicles occupy parking spaces near the residence 
!'!alls. But if those spaces were free for other students living in those halls, 
more parking areas would open up in S-lot, where on-campus students 
usually park when they can't park in their hall lot. Since most off-campus 
students usually park in S-lot as well, the open spots created by eliminating 
freshmen vehicles would ease parking congestion virtually campus wide. 
Central administration should consider traffic policy changes in an 
entirely new light--one that cuts back the number of drivers and parkers 
rather than creating more area to drive and park in. 
Socializing without 
disturbing the peace 
It's exciting to be back at school. Seeing old friends, meeting new ones-
-th~ social aspect of college life is at its peak during the first· few weeks · 
of classes. 
For many, the social scene includes house parties and bar hopping. But 
it should not mean unruliness and destructiveness on the way back up the 
hill after partying all night. 
Last year at this time, Ithaca City police charged a host of Ithaca 
College students with disruptive behavior, usually stemming from.parties 
on South Hill. 
And. South Hill residents complained of damage to their property from 
drunken students wandering up and down the hill. · 
Let's not have a repeat of last year's embarrassment. Ithaca College has 
worked hard to dispel the "party school" image it once was accused of. 
Moreover, the city of Ithaca is a valuable resource for students, and vice 
versa. We should not jeopardize that relationship by sacrificing respon-
sibility for a good time. _ 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
The ITHACAN 
The Ithaca College student newspaper, 
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'(OU'RE. DAMN Rl<:rl-\T 
WE.'~ NOT MOVING ... 
TMIS. l~THE LINE. 
FO~ NE.WSHOE.S. 
Student government president 
urges participation in campus life 
To the editor: 
Welcome back. As the initial 
rush of classes has begun there is 
still sometime left to consider what 
to do with our time away from the 
books. 
As many of you realize, Ithaca 
College is blessed with opportu-
nity. That.opportunity may be in 
one of the 130 or more recognized 
student clubs and organizations. It 
may, also be found by becoming 
involved in Televisjon/Radio pro-
grams, Theatre, Music, Athletics 
(both Varsityandlnttamural),or_in 
one of me· peer gro.ups on_ campus. 
These activities are everywhere. 
With one step in the right direction, 
new faces will be found. 
If you're unsure where. tQ go, 
look for signs or -ask others about 
orgi;m~tional.~eeti!)gs. .. . , . 
Ithaca College has much to of-
fer, bl!t we must also not forget that 
this campus offers. I Letter I Participation in issues that in-
each of us has so much to offer elude the construction of the new 
IthacaCollege.Everypersononour Science Building, Parking, Greek 
campus has an idea, a suggestion, a Life, the Minority Experience and 
concern, or an opinion to contribute many others is essential for starting 
to the school. Even if it's simple desiredimprovements.Butforthose 
suchas,"Why don'tthey ... ", Why is ·efforts to be considered successful 
this •... ". If it's kept for a small weneedyouropinions. 
group, it can't be heard; therefore it Everything you--as an Ithaca 
cannotbelistenedtoandactedupon. College student--say by phone or 
Butwheretogo?Thereisasoun:e mail makes a difference. There are 
on campus to voice concern. That issuesthathaven'tbeenconsidered 
place is Student Government and because they need to be voiced. 
not many people know what it can Participate in democracy; it's the 
really do. Others simply write it off only way to make it participatoxy. 
as a puppet organization of the ad- The place to go, write, or phone 
ministration that makes the state- is the Swdent Activities Center, 3rd 
ment. "Yes, of course, the adminis- floor, Campus Center. The number 
tration ~orks with students." This, is 274-3377. 
how.ever, i.$ not the'case •. Thos.e in.:-· Thapks,andhaveagreatsemes-
q.ividualsalreadyinvolved~ com-
mitted to h~lping students partici-
pate in every decision making arena 
ter. 
Pet~r Lepscb 
Student Body President 
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ARTS/ENTERTAINM-ENT 
Plenty of seats in the house: 
'91-'92 season focuses on a School of Music focuses on 
century of American Theater a packed musical agenda 
diversity, influences and a centennial twist · 
By Adam Heroux By Bra(J Barton . 
With Ithaca College's Centennial Celebration drawing As the student body of Ithaca College re-adjusts to 
near, the IC theater program is getting ready to help celebrate academic life, the school of music begins it's 1991-92 
with "Theater in America: 100 Years." '-<' ,-: concertsandrecitalsfeaturingfaculty,studentsandalumni, 
The theater program's· celebration will begin in the fall as well as a variety of internationally celebrated artists. 
semester of this year, and continue into 1992. The concert season begins on Wednesday, Sept 4 as 
According to Bruce Halverson, chair of the theater depart- ... ,, Ithaca College hosts the New York Chamber Orchestra. 
ment, the upcoming theater season will reflect certain types of With artistic/music director Constantine Kitsopoulis, the 
plays that have had an influence on American theater. "The ·-: twelve-year-oldensemblewillpresentthreeselectionsby 
plays will be representing segments of other times," said Mozart 
Halverson, "Thiswillhelptoshowhowtheaterhasdeveloped Joining the New York Chamber Orchestra will be 
in this country." soprano Lisa Asher, tenor Frank Ream, and internation-
Although Halverson is expectinganother"fantastic year," ally praised pianist Uriel Tsachor. The program will 
he is aware of the difficulty involved in trying to combine the feature Tsachor on Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 9 and 
centennial celebration with the theater training program. Asher and Ream on selected operatic arias by Mozart. 
''The season takes into account the audiences' interests and Professor William Cowdery of the school of music will 
,our responsibilities as educators and artists," said Halverson. give a lecture before the concert, at 7:30 p.m. in room 201 
The upcoming theater season will feature a wide variety of in Ford Hall. 
shows. Each show has a different tone and mood which _ The season continues Tuesday, Oct. 22 with the 
distinguishes itself from other shows. Kalichstein - Laredo - Robinson Trio. Individually, 
The f"rrst show that will be presented is The Curious Joseph Kalichstein, piano, Jaime Laredo, violin, and . 
Savage, directed by Jay Pritt. As Pritt described it, the play is Sharon Robinson, violincello have performed with some 
a "sentimental comedy" about a wealthy old widow named world-renownorchestrasandconductors. Sincel977,the 
Mrs. Savage who gives money away for curious reasons, threehaveperformedregularlytogetheracrosstheUnited 
much to the dismay of her three greedy children. States and Europe. The performance will also feature the 
The children soon decide to put their mother in a mental award winning Daniel Phillips, viola. 
asylum, where the play takes place. The play is set in the The New York Woodwind Quartet performs on cam-
1950s, and Pritt hopes to capture the essence of the period. pusonFeb.11 aspartoftheir44thseason. The quintet has 
"Our hope is to do it in period style," said Pritt, "We wanted made valuable contributions in the expansion of wood-
todosomethingalittlekinderandgentler." Theplaywillopen wind repertoire through numerous concerts and work-
OcL 1 and run through Oct. 5. shops, as well as premiering over 20 compositions written 
Michael Benneu'sA Chorus Line, which enjoyed an enor- originally for them. · 
mously successtiJI run on Broadway, will be presented this Wrapping up the concert season is the return of Marian 
year with Mary Corsaro directing. The plot centers around McPartland to Ithaca College on March 21. Pianist 
people auditioning for a Broadway show. As Corsaro notes, McPartland received an honorary doctor of music degree 
however, ''Thethemeismoreimportantthantheplot," Corsaro in 1981 from Ithaca. The Marian McPartland Trio was 
also points out some of the irony in the show; "The nameless, fonned in 1949, beginning a career in jazz. -
faceless people who you get to know closely throughout the Since her first opening in 1950, McPartland has produced 
playbecomenamelessandfacelessagaininthefinalnumber." numerous albums, her own record company, original 
A Chorus Line will begin Oct. 22 and run until Oct 26. compositions, a Peabody Award winning radio show, 
~oncluding the fall lineup will be The Threepenny Opera record reviews and articles and her book All in Good 
, with Susannah Berryman as director. Berryman described r· • ' Th O .. 8 izme. 
reepenny pera as an 1. th century ~?tire?~ gr~d opera, - This musician concludes a concert series that the 
See Thea .er, page 13 Ithacan/ Greg Hollmann See "Music," page 13 
Handwerker begins 'Soul Searching' 
Gallery opening 
concentrates on 
the creative phases 
of a local artist 
through 20 years 
titled the exhibition Soul Searching 
because the act of making art has 
been for me a journey inward, and 
simultaneou·sly outward, to explore 
fundamental aspects of myself." 
Gary Wells, director of the 
Handwerker Gallery, considers the 
exhibition to be "about the evolu-
tion of the aajst. .. but more than 
By Jim Fenno that, it is about the way that time 
Oay, wood,metal,shells, mir- works for the artist." 
rors, bone and fiber will soon fill It is in this way that 'retrospec-
the Handwerker Gallery in an exhi- tive' becomes introspective," Wells 
bition entitled Soul Searching by said. 
Deborah Jones. Jonesnotedthatoneofthepieces 
Jones, a Trumansburg artist, has on display, a self-portrait carving 
been working in various media for entitled The Goddess , is a "pagan 
20 years to produce the artwork, expansion of self into nature." 
primarily sculpture, that will be on Using sharp horns as a tangible 
displayfromSept.3through0ct5. symbol of her defensiveness, she 
Claiming to have once "heard said that she deals with the disturb-
voices" that told her to be an artist, ing "horns" more easily by visual-
she has lectured and written about izing them with other elements. 
some of her mixed m~a sculp- In other works that Jones notes, 
tores that have changed over time. such as the vaginal likeness entitled 
"Progressivelymysculpturehas Autoerotic Bowl, she aims to over-
become more nature-centered as I come, as she puts it, the "sexual 
seemyselfreflectedinnature ... using repression [that is] fundamental in 
archetypes, personal motifs and this society." - _ 
symbols, I explored elemental ideas "On the eve of this exhibition, I 
and feelings about nature, biology/ reconnect with love and tenderness . _ 
femaleness, sexualiiy; coiiflict,···'-l6that-naive.young.womanwho,20 -Artwork by Deborah J I lthacan/Greg'Hollmanr binb., death and the sacred," Jones years ag<4had,the oourage.to-begin. ---starting Sept.i3 as a;:~h 8 ready.placed In the Handwe_rkerJlallery,. will ba open to the public 
said in her artist·~ ~~teme~_t, _"I _ _to ~p ~~.uf!iv~rse," Jones said. past 20 years. P -· 8 _Soul Searching exhlbll Th.e exhlblt-hlghllght• Jones'career over_ the 
' - . . . . ' ' ~ --..... . ~ . . .. , -
' 
' 
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WICB looks to 'dominate' the world 
By Beverly Goodman 
As a result of an overwhelming 
enthusiasm from students last year, 
92 WICB is kicking off the aca-
demic year with an "80s Flashback 
Weekend" 
The temporary abandonment of 
their modem rock format is just the 
beginning of "World Domination 
'91," an eight-day series of events 
designed as a promotional tool. "We 
want to show both new students 
and townspeople, as well as our 
faithful listeners, what we're about 
with as much fun an excitement as 
we can," said Jay Frank, assistant 
program director and coordinator 
of the "80s Flashback Weekend." 
"We want to show both new students and towns-
people, as well as our faithful listeners, what we're 
about with as much fun and excitement as we can." 
The "80s Flashback Weekend'' 
will showcase songs released be-
tween 1980 and 1986, featuring a 
wide variation of bands, including 
everything from the Pretenders and 
the Police, to groups such as Duran 
Duran and Culture Club; The deci-
sion to produce this special was 
made after a similar program was 
aired last May. That program elic-
--Jay Frank, 
Assistant program director 
ited nearly 300 phone calls to the 
studio before the phone lines had to 
be closed. Eventually, the two-
hour show was extended to five 
hours. This program will begin at4 
p.m. on Fri., Aug. 30 and continue 
for 26 hours, until Sat. at 6 p.m. 
On Sunday, Britton Van Hom 
will host "Breakfast with the 
Beatles," at noon, as he usually 
docs. -This week, however, his will 
be a remote broadcast from Stewart 
Park. Another remote occurs the 
next day at4p.m.,only in this case, 
the crew will pile into some son of 
vehicle and drive around I£haca as 
"ICB Goes Mobile." 
Tuesday morning will begin with 
"Donut Daze," as ICB distributes 
donuts to the passers-by of their 
table on the lawns of IC at 7 a.m. 
Wednesday night, ICB presents 
"AnEveningwithElvis" --Costello, 
not Presley -- a special broadcast 
from the Chapter House Brewpub 
in CoHegetown. ··on Thursday 
morning, at 7 a.m. again, there is 
"Donut Daze II." 
"World Domination '91" will 
wrap up on Friday night with the 
"World Domination Dance Party." 
The event will feature a remote 
broadcast from the downtown Ithaca 
Commons, and will include mod-
em rock dance music from 6 to 9 
p.m. 
The dance wilJ culminate in the 
announcing of the winners of the 
"World Domination Contest" The 
grand prize winner will receive a 
new compact disc player provided 
by Gallager Electronics, along with 
a 92 discs. To be entered in the 
drawing, just send your name, ad-
dress and phone on a three-by-five 
index card to WICB. 
Some questions and ansWers 
trznt:;j::,\ ~~:e~ t p 
. · Tho:},ITHACAN 
lJ ll.\ }J Jt H II . 
a Who runs The Ithacan? The Ithac~ is owne<1t:~nd o~~(ated by Ithacaj'Ctj1}ege. However, it is a student-run newspaper. 
That means that students decide wh~f will appe~j in t~ipaper, and ho~ it\Will be presented. The college does not tell the 
newspaper what it "can" or "cannot'r,~Jrint. li! . .i!l. lT1E{[ J 1/] 
• How_ does The Ithacan get its net¥,~? The ne~pawdf.~s a\%;taff of a_~out iQ editors, reporters, photographers and 
advertising representatives. Like m'*f,newspap~s, Jre ~~ac~n relies m.r.s:eij:1:~md press releases from people outside the 
newspa_per. ¥ii!. JJ fi\ ';{;~=;_ jf J 1;\ 
• Who can work for The Ithacan? J\4jpne. Th_sine~pape~:t al_w~Y%1Iooki_n~ffor dedicated staff m_embe:s to serve as 
reporters, photographers and advertts1~g_ reprfffentaii?f:fS· §H!tt.!t1s e!l.earnm~tlabora~ory, no experience 1s necessary. 
Students also do not have to be part of tiisr~E!tt>ol of C.~u~tftI9.@.:J/l orq~:,f.9, part1c1pate on the staff. 
Other questions, comJll¢4t$. or suggestions? Contact Editor in Chief Christa Anoll at 
274-3207, or Paul Heaf;ditf~q.ger of Student Publications, at 274-1036. Our office is located 
in Park Communications 269::}:JF 
cfonalr.kancJ'ie 
proudly welcomes back our i.991-92 staff from Ithaca College 
" 
''POP~'' '92 
:U.,e::a:-..ee Eseb.m.a,rm '92 
»e~:1:1 UI.ein.e-t,seI1 '9• 
-Ua,thy II8':rpe:r '92 
I.:ev:Ln. G:rom.~:n._ '92 
:Uri.a,II. IIall '92 
Uh:ris U6'Ibo '92 
Dave 8a,:xI. '92 
And congratulations to. 
:u:..,.&.~ W_I -~~«»N '92 
Remember Wednesday is 
"LADIES NIGHT" 
ask your friends about our great special for ladies 
i 
-t 
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-Observing 'Eating' at Cornell Cinema · 
By Gary Rutkowski 
In order to tempt the appetite of 
moviegoers this fall, Cornell Cin-
emaispresenting an "Eating"Films 
Series in September. Every 
Wednesrncyl night, a film with some 
sort of food motif will be shown at 
the Willard Straight Theatre at 
Cornell University. 
Louis Malle's My Dinner with 
Andre introduces the series. The 
1981 film starring Andre Gregory 
and Wallace Shawn is essentially a 
conversation between two people 
at dinner. There is no plot or story 
narrative; it is simply a filmed event. 
The film begins as Wally 
(Wallace Shawn -- known prima-
rily for his villainous role in The 
Princess Bride) arrives for a reluc-
tant dinner date with a friend he 
hasn't seen in two years. As a 
struggling playwright, however, 
Wally is willing to see renown stage 
director Andre (played by Andre 
Gregory who is a stage director in 
Ethnic musical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
the America's. 
MPORTS 
Bd'UTIC;JUE 
Dewitt Mall 277-3780 
&STANLEY H. KAPIAN A Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances 
Classes begin Wed., Sept. 11th 
For more information, 
please call 277 -3307 
or stop in at our New Location, 
127 W. State St., Ithaca. 
Point 
of 
view 
Get your point across 
in a letter to the editor. 
Choose your topic and 
start writng. 
Letters should be 
typewritten, and less 
than 500 words. Letters 
should be received at 
The Ithacan by 7 p.m. 
the Sunday before 
Thursday publication. 
Address letters to The 
Ithacan, Roy H. Park 
School of Communica-
tions. ~,:1-; 
Ouestion~Ji:;batf 274-
3207. . · .. 
real life). 
The screenplay was actually 
written by its two stars based on 
recorded conversations they had 
had .. The dinner starts with Wally 
explaining in a voice-over that he 
had heard Andre was traveling in 
Asia .for some time and his recent 
unusual behavior had· people ques-
tioning his sanity. This sets up the 
intriguing discourse that follows as 
Andre discusses his travels and ex-
periences and eventually his phi-
losophy oflife. Wally spends most 
of his screentime reacting silently 
as he absorbs Andres' talk and 
chows down on his quail and hot 
potato soup. 
The film exists as a very radical 
step in cinema, however, at nearly 
two hours in length, the conversa-
tion -- as mentioned almost com-
pletely one sided -- begins to drag. 
The dialogue, though it isn't di-
rectly repetitious, appears to be run-
ning in circles. 
, .REVIEW I 
The food aspect of My Dinner 
With Andre is welcomed by the 
audience because the aged waiter 
(Jean Lenauer) who serves it offers 
comic relief by arriving just when 
the conversation is most deeply in-
volved. 
Other films in the series include 
Eating, a 1991 US film by Henry 
Jaglom (Always,New Year's Day). 
An Ithaca premiere, Cornell Cin-
ema offers it several times during 
the month. Eating deals specifi-
cally with the relationship between 
women and food; it makes a social 
commentai:y on pressures on 
women to diet and stay slim. 
The intent of the director was to 
also make a distinction between 
food as it relates to women versus 
men. ThemoviestarsLisaRichards, 
Mary Crosby, and Gwen Welles 
and seems the most fitting to be 
included in the "Eating" films. 
Babette's Feast, winner of the 
1987 Academy Award for best for-
eign language film, is based on an 
Isak Dinesen short story. The plot 
tells of two sisters who remain in a 
small town until they reach old age 
and then take in a Parisian woman 
named Audran. Audran then 
changes·their lives after she wins a 
small fortune in a lottery and in-
vests it in the titled "feast." 
This Axel Gance film is a sin-
cere heartfelt tale of the relation-
ship between an outsider and the 
sceptics that finally accept her as 
one of their own. The feast is one 
of the grandest,strangest, and most 
tantal~ing ever put on the screen. 
The fourth film of the series, 
The Cook, The Thief, His Wife, and 
her Lover, will make most lose their 
appetites. Set in a gounnet restau-
rant, the somewhat graphic film 
tells a tale of love, adultery, re-
venge, and greed. 
Directed by Peter Greenaway, 
known for such films as A Zed and 
Two Noughts (1985) and The 
Draugtsman_' sContract (1982), the 
film stars Michael Gambon, Helen 
Mirren, and Tim Roth. Though 
already on video, this one will prob-
ably have a greater effect on its 
audience in a theatrical setting. 
Finally, Tampopo, a 1986 Japa-
nese film, will be shown in the last 
week of September. The comedy/ 
satire revolves around a truck 
driver's attempt to help the title 
characters' noodle shop prosper. 
The film is directed by J uzo Itami 
(whose A Taxing Woman and A 
Taxing Woman's Return proved 
popular in the US) and stars Ken 
Watanabe and Tstomu Yamakazi. 
The "Eating" Series provides 
some peculiar but v,-ery interesting 
films for moviegoers in September. 
These five films will provide much 
needed entertainment in the first 
month of classes. 
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money on 
Macintosh 
Here's the de-dl: We've paired some of the 
most popular Apple~0 Macintosh0• computers 
with some of the most popular Apple print-
ers. Buy one of these combinations, and save 
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going. 
This offer is available onlv for a limited time 
See your authorized Apple campus reseller· 
todav for details. 
' ' .,. 
And discover the power of Macin- • 
tosh. The power to be your best~ ,. 
Save 1dze11 vou huv 
an affordah/e · 
Macmtosh CiaSS1c' 
computer u'ith either 
a II Apple Stv/e \f!nter 
or an Apple Personal 
l.aserWnter" LS 
Sa,,e mm more U'hen 
,vu bur a Macintosh 
LC COlllfJlller-our 
most ajfordahle co/nr 
. ~rstem-mth e11hera11 
Apple Strle\t"nter or an 
Apple Personal l.aser-
Wnter LS pnmer •• 
.;;:::.c.:-t',tc,•.~..r--: ~--t~ ',~--
d 
Applt• Sf\ fell' nr,·r Apph• A•nwu,t Ul.'il'T\f nt,7 /J 
Save the most u·he11 
you buy a high-perfor-
mance Macmtosh l/s1 
computer u•11h either 
an Apple Persona/ 
l.aserWnter LS or an 
_ . . .. Apple Persona/ laser-
•- ·:,;al WriterNTpnlller." 
t:''fFfW rt•• .... 
.. 
A/Jp/t:" Pr.•rsoual lar.t.'rif'ntt!T LS Appl,• Pr.•mmal Ul.wrll'nter ,\7 
"Oflt:r Jpplil', on!\. 1u a ~1Jun1osh CIJ~'itc "ilh J built-in hard disk 
""Mtin111,r .sold ~pJrJ(eh 
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Theater-
Coriti~ued from page 10 
refocused through the perspective 
of a budding Marxist" -- writer 
Bertolt Brecht. Brecht based his 
rendition on John Gayes play The 
Beggars' Opera, which was satire 
on high society and the lower class. 
Set in Victorian London, this play 
is a "satirical attack on bourgeois 
society" that attempts to portray 
how "the wealth of the rich is gotten 
by the exploitation of the poor," 
according to Berryman. 
The plot takes you through a 
convict's [Mack the Knife] wed-
ding, a betrayal and a conviction. 
Best known for its popular theme 
song "Mack the Knife," The 
Threepenny Opera will have an 
extended run, playing Nov. 8 and 9 
and then again from Nov. 12 to 
Nov.16. 
Aaron Copeland's The Tender 
Land will be the first play of the 
centennial year. Richard Mont-
gom~ry will direct this opera, which 
will be produced with the theater 
and the music departments work-
ing in conjunction. 
The play centers on a poor farm 
family whose daughter is about to 
graduate from high school. The girl 
meets a drifter and falls in love with 
him, and is then tom between ful-
filling her parents' expectations or 
leaving her small-town life behind. 
Montgomery believes this opera 
will be slightly more challenging 
for the actors than last years' Die 
Fledermaus because the entire op-
era will be sung as opposed to hav-
ing dialogue between singing num-
bers. The Tender land will run 
from Feb. 11-15. 
Following The Tender Land will 
be Dance Concert '92/ Everyman. 
The choreography in Darice Con-
cert '92 will be all original material 
created by faculty from Ithaca Col-
lege. In conjunction with Dance 
Concert '92 will be Everyman, a 
story of a man looking back on the 
life he has led. Everyman will have 
a circus motif, emphasizing the fact 
that the main character is viewing 
the world as a circus. Eugenia 
Wacker-Hoeflin and Saga 
Ambegaoker will headDance Con-
cert '92 , while Norm Johnson will 
direct Everyman. 
The final production of the sea-
son will be William Shakespeare's 
Othello,directed by Earl Mccarroll. 
Othello will be held in the Clark 
Theater in Dillingham. Clark's 
smaller atmosphere fits in well with 
McCarroll'sconceptionoftheplay, 
"Othello is a very intimate trag-
edy," Mccarroll said. Othello will 
run from April 21 to April 25. 
Join the Health Club 
That Offers the Most Serious 
Health Environment in Town. 
With Ithaca Fitness' superior selection ~f equip_ment you'll get 
better results in a shorter period of time. 
It's easy for you to become a member at Ithaca Fitness. Th~r~ 
are no contracts on initiation fees and if y9u' re not 100~ sat1sf1ed, 
we-will return the unused portion of yo~~ !11embers~1p fee. . 
And you have unlimited use of all .fac.1l1t1es at all times. 
Stop in for a tour or free workout today. 
Music--
Continued from page 10 
school of music has dubbed "a sea-
son of celebrations." 
Ithaca College was founded in 
1892 as the Ithaca Conservatory of 
Music, and the school of music will 
celebrate their 100th year through-
out 1992 with a series of Centennial 
Programs. 
The Centennial Programs will 
feature vocal and instrumental fac-
ulty recitals, as well as choir and 
band concerts. A number of work-
shops will also be included in the 
celebration. However, the focal 
point of the Centennial Program 
will take place from April 9 to April 
12 when the school of music will 
present four major concerts in four 
days. 
Fall 1991 marks another musi-
cal landmark -- the bicentenary of 
THE ITHACAN 13 
the death of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozart So, in addition to hearing 
the works of Mozart played by the 
New York Chamber Orchestra and 
the Kalichstein -Laredo -Robinson 
Trio, the school of music will 
present "Portraits of Mozart," a two-
day Mozart festival on Nov. 5 and 
6. 
Other special events also help 
create an outstanding musical sea-
son. Ithaca College alumna Gail 
Williams, principle horn for the 
Chicago Symphony ,returns on Sun-
day, Sept 15. The world premiere 
of the Choral Collage takes place 
on Sunday, Sept. 29 featuring 800 
high school students. The new 
Rachel S. Thaler Concert Pianist 
Series begins on Tuesday, October 
10, and on Thursday, Nov. 21, the 
United States Air Force's "Airmen 
of Note" jazz ensemble will per-
form. 
PurJgi£·s Pi33a 
272-7600 
r - ·-·~ - - - - - - - - - 7 
Party Package \ 
32 Slice Cheese Pizza 1 
2 Dozen Pudgies Wings I 
2 Quarts of ·Coke / 
I 
$14.49 + tax l 
I 
" ·:. E . \ 
\ Put1gie·s ·!. , , xpires I 
.... Pi339 '.I~'< 1 -, 10/15/91 . , 
\ 1//1 ·/ ;/, L ______________ :.J 
211 Elmira Rd. 
We .Deliver ! 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4 
Walter B. Ford Hall Auditorium 8:15 p.m. 
A pre-concert lecture by Professor William Cowdery 
will begin at 7:30 p.m. in room 201, Ford Hall. 
• 
Tickets available August :21 at the DeWitt Mall Ticket Center and 
Rebop Records & Tapes, Collegetown, 
$ 5.00 
\ A 
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Student organizations gear up for '91-'92 
SAB plans 
diverse events 
By Beverly Goodman 
There's a lot more to the Student 
Activities Board (SAB) than weekly 
movies and regular comedians, and 
that is just what they hope to prove 
this year, according to Norris Scott, 
executive chairperson of SAB. 
"I want people to know that 
[when they see the SAB logo] it's 
quality entertainment," Scott said, 
"There's a lot of thinking, research-
ing and planning that goes into each 
event." 
SAB has already begun their 
programming as of Aug. 27, Tues-
day night, when Dan Wilson, the 
first comedian, perfonned in the 
Pub for approximately 600 people. 
The next event scheduled is the 
Volunteer Fair, to be held in a tent 
outdoors in the academic quad in 
front of the union. At this annual 
event, various on-campus as well 
as community organizations requir-
ing volunteer help set up tables and 
try to recruit The fair will be held 
Sept. IO from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. 
The following two days the tent 
will still be set up at the same time, 
but it will be for the Student Activi-
ties Fair. This provides an opportu-
nity for all campus organizations to 
promote their.group, gain new mem-
bers and show what they are plan-
ning to do over the course of the 
year. 
On Sept. 12. the next comedian, 
Paul Venier, will perform in the 
Pub at 9 p.m. His act is an unusual 
SAB sponsors movies every 
weekend. Admission is $3 
Friday and Saturday nights, 
$2 Sunday nights, and $3 for 
tne midnight movies. 
This weekend's movies are 
as follows: 
Awakenings -- Fri. and Sat. 
7, 9:30 
White Fang -- Sun. 2, 7, 9:30 
one, including a piano he brings on 
stage, not to mention a variety of 
other props. 
The annual Rocktoberfest will 
be on Sept. 29. Rocktoberfest is a 
mini-carnival featuring booths 
sponsored by various campus orga-
nizations. Old favorites such as the 
jello wrestling will be back, as well 
assomenewattractions. Itisa "free 
day," requiring no admission. 
The committee of culural and 
perfonning arts will present the first 
in the "Diversity Perfonnance Se-
ries" on Wednesday, Oct. 30. 
"Whiskey Tango" can best be de-
scribed as "Irish folk," according to 
Rochelle Cohen, chairperson. 
"Their show is very eccentric," 
Cohen said, "kind of Zfiny and 
wacky." Admission is free. 
The "Diversity Performance 
Series" will continue throughout 
the year, highlighting a variety of 
diverse cultures and musical types 
such as calypso, jazz and Latin 
American dance. 
The other committees in SAB 
are also busy organizing future ac-
tivities. The speakers committee is 
in the process ofbooking a speaker 
FRI. 
AUGUST30 
$7 ALL PERSONS 
~(\~ . 
it\Q.If ~~ 
SAT. 
AUGUST31 
$3 21+1'$5 under 
SUN. 
SEPT.1 
$3 ALL PERSONS 
MON. 
SEPT.2 
$5 ALL PERSONS 
with special guest 
Brother Meat with 
Rocking Dave & 
____ The Rent Party 
for this fall, while the movie com-
mittee is planning a system through 
which students will be able to buy 
season passes for the SAB weekend 
movies. The passes will redµce the 
overallcost of seeing a movie ezery 
week by half. In addition, prizes 
may be given out as a result of 
weekly drawings. Prizes could in-
clude free dinners and pizzas. 
As a result of increased student 
interest, the travel committee is in-
creasing the numberof student buses 
that run to various cities for vaca-
tions. 
Weekend programming is a new 
committee formed just this year. In 
conjunction with the campus cen-
ter, SAB wants to give people "an 
alternative on Friday and Saturday 
nights," according to Scott, who 
feels there is a "bigger demand for 
activities and entertainment on cam-
pus." 
Scott stressed that any ideas stu-
dents may have are welcome. "If 
anyone has an idea.just come on up 
to the office," Scott said, "A lot of 
people don't realize that SAB is run 
entirely by students." 
SAB is made up of 11 commit-
tees and an executive board, which 
consists of each committee's chair-
person, a secretary, a treasurer and 
the executive chairperson. 
SAB can still use people to staff 
their various committes. They will 
have a table at the activities fair, or 
interested students can stop into the 
Student Activities office on the third 
floorof the union. "It's easy to move 
your way up," Scott said, "You do 
your job and you see results. It's 
very rewarding." 
. . 
RHA seeks to 
unify students 
By Christa Anon 
With the establishment of two 
new executive board positions, the 
1991-92 Residence Hall Associa-
tion is looking to leave its mark on 
the Ithaca College community. 
"Our theme is Hands Across 
Campus, and this goes along with 
our goal of guiding the residence 
halls to do activities to unify the 
students," Randy Zagorin, RHA 
president, said. 
Enteringitsfourthyear,theRHA 
executive board consists of six 
members. The president, vice-presi-
dent, treasurer and secretary are the 
traditional positions, the national 
communications coordinator and 
the community relations director 
are not. 
Sharon Simmons, the commu-
nity relations director, said they are 
still experimentin·g with the new 
positions and the responsibilities 
that go with each. Katherine Ruff, 
the national communications coor-
dinator said, '_'We 're helping every-
one out, kind of nurturing the posi-
tions as we go along." 
RHA is responsible for training 
hall council presidents and spon-
soring hall and campus-wide events. 
RHA is co-sponsoring fpur dances 
and a SK run in August and Sep-
tember. 
Zagorin said, "RHA is rounding 
the bend. We have a stable base, so 
we're starting in a new direction, 
focusing on the future." 
We want you! 
The Ithacan wants you 
to join our sales staff. 
Learn desk-top publishing! 
No computer experience is necessary. 
Stop by the Ithacan office: 
Park School of Communications Room 266 
or call 274-3208. 
·•• TATTOOS•·· 
August29, 1991 · 
Parking 
problems? 
Find someone to carpool with through 
The Ithacan Ride Board. 
Every Thursday. Only. in The Newspaper 
for the Ithaca College Community. 
24 Hours A Day 
jl 
Depend on- Kinko's. 
• Macintosh0 Rental •. Binding 
• Emergencies • Full & Self Serve Copies 
• Overflow Work • Fax Service 
• Collating • Office Supplies 
kinko•s· 
the copy center 
409 College Ave 
273-0050 
FAX 273-8075 
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An unfOttuitate bout 
with a ludicrous comedy 
The only thing this 
uneven comedy 
delivers are the 
large number of 
dialects perfected 
by English star 
Lenny Henry. 
By Eric C. Griffith 
Dad and I were talking about the 
movie I had just seen, True Iden-
tity. After I was done ~ting, he 
asked if there was anything nice I 
could say about the film. 
Okay,Dad. Watch actor Andreas 
Katsulas as gangster henchman 
Anthony. This actor managed to 
take a character that started as noth-
ing but standard Italian muscle and 
made him very funny. In fact, he is 
the high-point of the feature -- not 
that it made the movie funny by any 
means. 
Years ago when Eddie Murphy 
used the make-up artists of Satur-
day Night Live to make him look 
like a white man, he used the humor 
of the skit to make a statement about 
the way blacks are treated in con-
trast to whites. 
Director Charles Lane(Sidewalk 
Stories) makes no such statement 
here. The only thing this uneven 
comedy delivers are the large num-
ber of dialects perfected by English 
star Lenny Henry. 
Not that it is a necessity for a 
Movie 
Review 
True. Identity 
The Ithacan rates movies from 
1 to 10, with 10 being the best. 
comedy to make a statement. The 
summer has been filled with films 
that don't Hot Shots and Naked 
Gun 2 112 are two cases in point. 
The script nevef decides whether 
to take itself seriously or become a 
farce. The mood drifts from the 
serious, (a black masquerading as a 
caucasian), to the silly antics of a 
comedian in his first big movie 
role, dragging the unfortunate au-
dience with it. 
During a pseudo-dramatic scene 
where Henry (in white make-up) is 
indirectly called a spook by the 
film's villain, the looks conveyed 
by Henry display more tension and 
talent than he is capable of. It 
changes the entire ambiance of the 
film for a moment, yet it is all 
thrown away in the next few sec-
onds. 
Perhaps that is to be expected 
from a story that revolves com-
pletely around one scene that throws 
suspension of disbelief out the win-
dow. 
The plot centers on Henry, 
(played by Miles Pope) who is 
forced to go into hiding after dis-
covering the true identity of a 
notorious mobster who has been in 
hiding for years. 
Henry recognizes the criminal's 
name right off the bat -- like most 
out of work actors, he's apparently 
memorized the FBI's ten most-
wanted list. 
When the plane hits some turbu-
lence, the ensuing shake-up -- in 
which stewardesses get clobbered 
by flying debris, pilots act dramatic 
by grabbing steering wheels, a 
couple in the back both admit to 
having a affair with the same woman, 
and the mobster discloses his iden-
tity -- giving rise to one of the most 
ludicrous panic scenes since the 
passengers in Airplane were asked 
if anyone knows how to fly a plane. 
The problem is, this is one of the 
scenes that they try to play seriously 
for awhile. Suspension of disbelief 
must have been the last thing on the 
writer's mind for this film., 
Why else would an experienced 
hit-man miss his target, even with a 
telescopic sight? Perhaps a hit would 
have saved the audience from hav-
ing to watch the rest of the movie. 
Lenny Henry's performance was 
adequate. While he might be ca-
pable of keeping in character for 
quite some time, the film doesn't 
give him that opportunity. Maybe 
with his next script he will fare 
better. 
Katsulas as Anthony muttered 
the film'sbestline, which also man-
ages to crystalize my opinion of it 
perfectly. "It was a#! o/o&ing work 
of an. lt made me throw up." 
Sorry.Dad. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
CONCERTS 1991-92 
"A Season of Celebrations" 
SEASON SUBSCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE 
SAVE 20% OFF SINGLE-TICKET PRICES 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4 
NEW YORK CHAMBER ORCHESTRA* 
· A f11/l-/iod11",l/,l'lfllllllrll/11· 1'\/1,·1111·l1111J 1/lf'l/li11..: ' 
- ,\J,·11·)111A f11111· .. 
• 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22 
KALICHSTEIN•LAREDO-ROBINSON TRIO• 
with Daniel Phillip~, viola 
f/11'/1'/-. //1 f,1/t'I Jlltl!/1 1 /1111 
l "/111 h°\I ..;/II/ f 111/c'.., 
• 
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY11 
NEW YORK WOODWIND QUINTET# 
'( )11t· ,,t tlii· s:1f1lt , lt11mbc1 1111,-.11 np1·111·11, , .... 
--L-ltlt 1l,'\1t ~/111 f 111/t'..., 
• 
SATURDAY, MARCH 21 
MARIAN MCPARTLAND TRIO+ 
,\.1, ,,,,, t/,111d 1 11ml11111• .. ,it'llt1h I/ ,md 1h li'1', {lfl IC, ... ,,, 111/d /i/w• ... , 1'11·0,:11111 I' 11,,d -.;1•111:,: 
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DIDWE 
CATCH YOOR ATTENTION? 
The Stodent Activities Board 
hopes to be doing that 
a lot this year . 
STODENT RON-STODENT FON 
- ·, ' ... ~ .. :~·: ·.. . 
,·-. 
~ ; : ' 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS PERSONALS 
SENIORS We'll see you in Lenny, 
TIJUANA on Friday! Happy hour Hullew? 
4-7 in the Pub Coffeehouse. -H-ey_"_T-,"----.-----
Dear Lynn, 
Here you go. First one of the year. 
Enjoy. 
W. Gage Teague, Ed. 
WANT TO SAY "HI?" 
J ust a little note to thank you for 365 
great days. I hope there are more to 
come. 
Love,JPT 
Andrea, 
I can't wail 
CLASSIFIEDS , 
FORRENT 
Apt for rent New 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, furnished, 3 blocks Com-
mons, unique energy efficient. 
$250/room plus. 533-7324, 277-
6260. 
Rooms for rent- $260/room-utili-
ties, garage, laundry, microwave, 
THE FAR SIDE@ 
By GARY LARSON 
9·2 
Then place a personal ad in the 
ITHACAN! What better way to 
reach someone? Only $2.00 for 
the first 15 words, and IO cents 
for every word additional. Just 
stop by Park269. Do it today! 
Todd clean, furnished. Hillview Place. 
' .. 
-To-M-om_&_D_a_d ___ ----- 272·3832· 
I told you I would do something in 
college! And you're reading it 
Your friends will thank you! Eric 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
DEADLINE: IF OFF-CAMPUS, DELIVER 
Monday before 5 p.m. to ensure TO: 
publication on the following The Ithacan 
Thursday. Park School of Communications 
PERSONAL: 953 Danby Road 
$2.00 for the first 15 words. Ithaca College 
IO cents each additional word. 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
IF ON-CAMPUS, DROP OFF 
BUSINESS: AT: 
$4.00 for the first 15 words. Ithacan Office 
10 cents each additional word. Park School of Communications 
(Underline and bold counted Room 269 
as an additional word.) (Or use Inter-campus mail.) 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE NUMBER: 
DATES TO RUN: 
MESSAGE: 
PREPAYMENT IS REQUIRED FOR ALL 
CLASSIFIEDS. 
In an attempt at further please the reading public, The Ithacan asks 
you to please C~CLE your favorite comic strip choices below. It is 
the goa_I of the edi"?r to _pr~nt to ~e IC community the best graphic 
entertamment possible m lhIS hemISphere. If your favorite isn't listed, 
WRITE IT IN. 
DOONESBURY 
CAL VIN AND HOBBES 
FARSIDE 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
OUTLAND 
.POGO 
FOXTROT ; 
B.C. -
WIZARD OF ID 
BEETLE BAILEY 
HAGAR THE HORRIBLE 
CATHY 
SHOE 
.. FOR BETTER OR WORSE 
GRIZWELLS 
PEANUTS 
GARFIELD 
KUDZU 
BLONDIE 
BRENDA STARR 
ROSE IS-ROSE 
HI AND LOIS 
Pie~. return your choices to The Ithacan office, Park 
· t :J ·-269. Your votes DO m~ke a difference! . 
.... 
2 Br spacious townhouse, new, 
$450+, 387-3946 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
Kindle a Flame! Be a Camp Fire 
Volunteer. Internships and some 
stipend positions available as 
WSI's, Club leaders and Self Reli-
ance Instructors. Call 273-3223. 
SERVICES 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading.Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
FOR SALE 
Evette Master Model Clarinet, good 
condition, new mouthpiece, case. 
Best offer. Call Todd 277-6278. 
"Well, there he goes again . ... I suppose I shouldn't 
worry, but I just get a bad feeling about 
Jimmy hanging with those tuna punks." 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM@ 
By MIKE .. PETERS 
,. 1 
WOW 111-rHIS 
we, FOOP 7'\S~S 
PIFFeR6i\lT, 
Let someone else d.o the 
driving! Or better yet--
let someone else pay for 
. . the gas! 
Whether you are _offering a ride or need one, The Ithacan Ride 
Board 1s the best way to get the word out' 
-------------------------· -----
THE ITHACANRIDEBOARD Cut along dotted line 
RIDE OFFERED: D 
RIDE w ANTED: D 
ONE WAY RIDE: 
1WO WAY RIDE: 
D 
D 
DEADLINE; s p.m. on the 
Monday preceeding Thursday 
publication. 
DESTINATION: ___ ~ __________ __,; ______ _ 
. -DATEANDTIME: _______ -:-------------
-NAME: ___ ___;;-::::-.., ----~-------------
ADDRESS: 
---------------
TELEPHONE:-------------------.........;:,__ __ _ 
NOTE:_-::---------~--:---=-----:... ______ _ 
RIDE BOARD PRICE;: $2:00 flat t~. 
ALL RIDE BOARQ_ADS ~UST BE PLACEJ) IN .. PERSON. -·. - . 
AT THE lTH_ACAN O~~~, l>ARlC,269.~'.MlJST SHOW A:::·'. ·' .. -~. 
.. -VALID ITHACA COLLEGE I~D~· . i. ,S __ ' -
J 
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i\.lE H:f•S~~ $\.11)..~K 
Stt-lSt.5 Dl5'R£SS I~ i\-1£ 
'tl~'J'ES A'o~N'i: 1-\\M ! 
0 
0 
0 
© 1986 un,"''""' PrHli Syno1ca1e 
"ERE, C~L'\JIN, I'll S\\C'tl 
'(00 ti. M'1.G\C. TR\C~. 
MOTHER 
GOOSE. 
AND 
GRIMM@ 
By 
MIKE PETERS 
WHO~! 1HIS 6AR8A6S 
CAN 60T FIIUP Wl1H 
RAINWAT6R ANt-' AU,,, 
i;ti'&AReA&S" /6 -
Ft0AT/M60N TbP/ 
GARFIELD@· 
By 
, , ! t,OV6 SOCJP 
t)6 tJOUR, 
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"Well, we're ready for the males' 100-meter freestyle, 
and I think we can rest assured that most of these 
athletes will select the dog paddle." 
-------"'\ 1H6--POSTMAN 
AC.!Al~& ~CReAMS 
-rw1e5, 
PEANUTS@ 
By CHARLES 
M. SCHULZ 
LET ME 6ET 
™15 5TRAl61-1T ... 
!' 
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Looking for a title 
The Bomber footbaU-squad, coming off an 8-2 season in 1990, as well a~ its ninth appearance in 
the NCAA Division Ill playoffs, is once again looking for a national title. This season, Ithaca was 
ranked as high as third in a poll ot Division Ill football coaches, and was picked ~o finish first in the 
16-team Champion Upstate New York Division Ill preseason poll. Two Bombers were named 
preseason All-American, offensive guard captain Chris White and running back Jeff Wittman . 
. Ithaca opens their 1991 campaign on South Hill Field against St. Lawrence at 1 p.m. on Saturday, 
Sept. 14. Jim Butterfield's squad has been practicing since the middle of August. 
ITHACAN PHOTOS BY CHRISTOPHER BURKE 
Senior co-captains Joe Palladino (top) and Chris White stretch out during preseason conditioning. 
Co-c~ptain Chris White {left photo) leads offensive drills during practice on Tuesday Augu~t 27 
Runnm~ back Jeff Adams (right photo) hurls himself against a dummy during Tuesd~y's practl~. 
/ 
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Offense prepares Bombers to shift into high gear 
Rebuilt backfield combined with 10 
returners gives squad quicker style 
By Aaron Williams 
The Ithaca men's soccer team, 
coming off a 10-5 year and a second 
straight trip to the NCAA regional 
playoffs, is again striving for a SJ!Ot 
in the postseaSon. 
eluding all-Independent College 
Athletic Conference (ICAC) goalie 
seniorZac Shaw, and speedy senior 
midfielder Peter Nagusky, who 
played in Europe last spring, head 
coach Andy Byrne has a very tal-
ented lineup. 
MEN'S SOCCER "There are no superstars, and we play well as a team," Nagusky said. 
Senior forward P J. Mooney said, 
With 10 returning lettermen, in- "The midfield and forward posi-
Mak e Your Home 
An Oasis-! 
'" _. . , • Tropical Plants 
.• ,,,-:->----...... 
~..,_ ·~-··:~ Superb quality & selection 
· ' '< .. .- r" • Fresh, Silk & Drted 
Flowers 
• Caswell-Massey Soaps 
• Wicker Chairs, Sofas, 
Tables, Mirroi;-s 
•- Match Sticks, Shoji 
Blinds, Straw Rugs 
• Baskets, Baskets & More Baskets 
Plilntation 
130 Ithaca Commons 273-7231 
Mon.-Wed. & Sat. 10-5:30. Th. & Fri. 'til 9, Sun. 11-4 
tions are the strong points." 
In a recent exhibition game, the 
Bombers beat Syracuse, 3-2. "The 
young guys played great defense." 
Mooney said. 
However, there are a few ques-
tion marks. Byrne comes into this 
season with an inexperienced 
backfield, as an of his defensemen 
from last year's squad are gone. 
"We'll haveadifferentlook than 
last year," Byrne said. 
The Bombers will have more 
speed and a quicker style of play 
than in 1990, relying on a better 
passing game. 
Mooney said, "There are some 
fast. freshrrien, and having Pete 
[Nagusky] back adds quickness." 
Two freshmen, Nick' Schurgott 
and Sam Lynch from Seattle. and 
Liverpool, N.Y. respectively, are 
expected to see some varsity ac-
tion. 
B yme said he plans to keep 25 to 
30 men on his roster, suiting up 18 
for the games. 
For the rest of the players, there 
is a 'B' team, which is a develop-
mental squad to get a little playing 
time. · 
Byrne said, "The entire team 
practices together," and that "play-
ers will move up and down [from 
varsity to 'B'J all season." 
At goalie, there is no question 
that Shaw will start once again this 
season. 
He is one shutout shy of the 
school record, and also has a career 
mark ofO. 77 goals against average, 
best in Bomber history. 
Competing for a backup spot 
will be sophomore Nate Broulliet 
and freshman Paul Dellostrito. 
New NCAA regulations that 
limit the amount of games will also 
hinder the Bombers. 
Because of the new rules, the 
preseason was shorter this year than 
' 
in past years. 
"We told the kids to stay in shape 
during the off season, and most of 
them did," Byrne said. 
As in past years, the Bombers 
will be faced with a tough ICAC 
schedule, with teams such as Alfred, 
St. Lawrence, Hobart, and NCAA 
regional finalist RIT. 
Ithaca has also started a four 
team tournament Slated for Sept. 7 
and 8, the Ithaca Classic includes 
games against solid nonleague 
teams Skidmore and Kean (New 
Jersey). 
Byrne is not worried about the 
team's overall record as much as the 
quality of teams they play. "Wins 
and losses are not important," he 
said. 
The Bombers first game is on 
Tuesday, September 3, when they 
play host to SUNY Binghamton at 
Upper Terrace Field. Game time is 
at4:00p.m. 
OoII1e -to -tII.e ._.._.._..._a.iI. 
A ffi 1 j 0;-ti.OII.. ~:..Q 
I\ 
~ 
V 
Sunday, Sept. 1 at 3 p.m. 
under the tent by the Quad area 
(behind the union) 
--- Rain or Shine 
MEET NEW PEOPLE! 
Vegetarian food avai\ab\e 
/\ 
~ 
V 
1 f IZ Haul Mffcliell \ \ \ \ \ 
Judd Falls Plaza 
Suite #5 
(next to Ide's Bowling) 
Oo 
Catholic Community Mass 
All Sundays beginning September 1 
at 10:15am; 1 :OOpm and 9:00 pm 
Look for Free T-shirt offer 
in student coupon book. 
Chaplains: 
Fr. John DeSocio 
Sr.Virginia Taylor 
ProtestantCommunityWorship 
OnSundaysat1-1 :30ambeginning 
September1 , 
Chaplain: 
Rev. Eileen Esmark 
. AU ServicesAreOnCampusAtMullerChapel 
· · 274-3103 
-
------' ~:~ . ~~· .. 
{TONY'S 
Appointments 1·}P L A C E 
Or walk-ins \ (' Ha" Sa1<,., • B,ul>e• ,enc 
'-.. . .J 
Summer Doesn't Have To 
End In August 
TANfl1ttc 
273-0229 
• Single Facial Beds • Triple Faciai Beds 
6for$36 6for$42 
M-F 8am-9pm 
Sat 8am-5pm 
Sun 8am-3pm 
Wolff System 
expires 9/5/91 
609 W. Clinton St. 
272-5598 
~ 
. ...,. 
~· 
. -~ 
,,. \ 
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Fall 1991 SpOrt Schedule 
SEPTEMBER 
3, Tues., 4 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. 
SUNY Binghamton 
4, Wed., 4 p.m. Field Hockey at 
SUNY Oneonta 
4 p.m. Women's Soccer 
at Scranton 
6, Fri., 11 a.m. Golf at Elmira 
Invitational 
3 p.m. Women's Tennis 
at St. Lawrence 
6 p.m. Volleyball - Red 
Dragon Classic at 
SUNY Cortland 
7, Sat., 9 p.m. Volleyball - Red 
Dragon Classic at 
SUNY Cortland 
Noon Cross Country at 
Buffalo State Invita-
tional · 
Men's Soccer - Ithaca 
Classic 
1 p.m. Kean (N.J.) vs. 
Elmira 
3 p.m. Ithaca vs. 
Skidmore 
1 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
Hartwick 
8, Sun., 1 p.m. Men's Soccer -
Ithaca vs. Kean 
3 p.m. Elmira vs. 
Skidmore 
2 p.m. Golf at Utica 
Invitational 
2 p.m. Women's Soccer 
vs .. Methodist at 
.William Smith 
9, Mon., 9 p.m. Golf at Utica 
Invitational 
10, Tues., 3:30 p.m. Women's 
Tennis at Hamilton 
11, Wed., 4 p.m. Women's 
Soccer vs. Alfred 
4 p.m. Field Hockey at 
Colgate 
7 p.m. Volleyball vs. 
Hartwick 
12, Thurs., 4 p.m. Men's Soccer 
vs. Rochester 
13, Fri., 1 p.m. Golt vs. Hobart 
6 p.m. Volleyball - Great 
Dane Invite at SUNY 
Albany 
9 p.m. Cross Country -
Wagner Invitational at 
Clove Lakes 
10 a.m. Golf at Cornell 
Invitational 
10 a.m. Baseball vs. 
Mansfield 
1 p.m. Field Hockey at 
lock Haven 
1 p.m. Women's Tennis 
vs. LeMoyne 
1 :30 p.11). Varsity 
Football vs. St. 
Lawrence 
3 p.m. Women's Soccer 
Vs. Rensselaer 
15, Sun., 2 p.m. Baseball vs. 
SUNY Oneonta 
16, Mon., 3:30 p.m. Women's 
Tennis vs. Nazareth 
17, Tues., 1 p.m. Golf vs. 
leMoyne 
4 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. 
SUNYOswego 
7 p.m. Volleyball at 
SUNY Oneonta 
18, Wed., 4 p.m. Field Hockey at 
Rochester 
20, Fri., 3 p.m. JV Football vs. 
Cornell Freshman 
4 p.m. Women s Soccer 
at SUNY Geneseo 
4 p.m. Women's Tennis 
at Rochester 
6:1 S p.m. Vollerball vs. 
Aijred at St. awrence 
8:30 p.m. Volleyball vs. 
St. Lawrence 
21, Sat., 10 a.m. Baseball vs: 
LeMoyne 
11 a.m.- Volleyball vs. 
Clarkson at St. 
Lawrence 
12:45 p.m. Cross 
Country at SUNY 
Oswego Invitational 
1 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
Kutztown 
1 p.m. Women's Tennis 
vs. SUNY Albany 
1 :30 p.m. Varsity 
Football vs . SUNY 
Albany 
1 :30 p.m. Volleyball vs. 
_ AIT at St. Lawrence 
2 p-.m. Men's Soccer at 
,Mfed:: , . .-
22, Sun., Noon Baseball vs. 
Cornell (2) 
23, Mon., 10 a.m. Golf at 
LeMoyne Invitational 
24, Tues., 3:30 p.m. Women' s 
Tennis at SUNY 
Binghamton 
25, Wed., 7 p.m. Volleyball vs . 
SUNY Geneseo 
7:30 p.m. Field Hockey 
at Cornell 
26, Thur., 1 p.m. Golf vs. SUNY 
Binghamton w/ 
Nazareth 
4 p.m. Women's 
Soccer vs. William 
Smith 
27, Fri., 3 p.m. JV Football vs. 
SUNY Cortland JV 
4 p.m. Men's Soccer at 
Clarkson 
28, sat., 11 a.m. Men's Soccer at 
-St. Lawrence 
11 :30 a.m. Cross 
Country at SUNY 
Cortland Invitational 
1 p.m. Field Hockey at 
Messiah 
1 p.m. Golf vs. Elmira 
1 :30 p.m. Varsity 
Football ·at Allred 
1 p.m. Baseball at 
LeMoyne·.-
2 p.m. Women's Soccer 
at RIT 
TBA Womens Tennis-
lCAC s at William 
· Smith 
29, Sun., 1 :30 p.m. Baseball at 
Mansfield 
TBA Women's Tennis -
ICAC s at William 
Smith 
30, Mon., 9 a.m. Golf at SUNY 
Binghamton Invita-
tional 
OCTOBER 
1, Tues., 7 j).m. Volleyball at 
Rochester 
2, Wed., 4 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
SUNY Cortland 
4 p.m. Women's Tennis. 
at SUNY Cortland 
3, Thur., TBA Golf - ECAC 
Regionals at Colgate 
4, Fri., 3 p.m. JV Football vs. 
Hudson Valley C.C. 
2 p.m. Volleyball at 
Juniata _Invitational 
5, Sat., 9 a.m. Volleyball at 
Juniata ·invitational 
Noon Base'ball'at Army 
(2) 
1 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
Salisbury ·State 
1 :30 p.m. Varsity 
Football at Springfield 
2 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. 
Nazareth -
2 p.m. Women's Soccer 
at Hartwick 
6, Sun., 11 a.m. Field Hockey vs. 
Frostburg State 
3 p.m. Baseball vs. 
Cornell3:00 
1 p.m. Women's Tennis 
at Colgate 
8, Tues., 3 p.m. Women's Tennis 
vs. SUNY·Oneonta 
9, Wed., 4 p.m. Men's Soccer vs. 
RIT 
4 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
William Smith 
7 p.m. Women's Soccer 
at SUNY Cortland 
7 p.m. Volleyball vs. 
SUNY Cortland 
11, Fri., 3 p.m. JV Football at 
SL'NY Cortland JV 
3:30 p.m. Women's 
Soccer at Messiah 
12, Sat., 9 a.m. Women's Tennis 
at St. John Fisher 
Invitational • 
11-a.m.: Women's 
Soccer at Fran1<.lin 
Marshall 
Noon Field Hockey at 
Franklin & Marshall 
1 :30 p.m. Varsity 
Football vs. American 
International 
13, Sun., 9 a.m. Women's Tennis 
at St. John Fisher 
Invitational 
11:15 a.m. Women's 
Cross Count~ at 
Lehigh Invitational 
Noon Field Hockey at 
'Millersville 
15, Tues., 3:30 p.m. Women's 
Tennis vs. William 
Smith 
4 p.m Men's Soccer 
vs. Hobart 
See "Fall" page 21 
SHARE DRAFT A·CCOUNT 
Top 'Ien Reasons 1b Do 
Checltjng 
OurWay 
10 Penny Chick keeps her job as 
Some banks promise free check-
ing and then, after you open 
your account, the rules change. 
Perhaps a new processing fee 
crops up. Or maybe you're only 
eligible if you maintain a size-
able balance. Or your checking 
is only free when you sign up 
for another service'. 
You make ius better 
257-8500 
Balley Hall 
Craft Road 
East Hill Plaza 
Ithaca College/NCR 
'lriphammer; Mall 
marketing director it this works 
9 No hidden costs 
8 No maintenance fees 
7 No per-check charges 
6 No minimum balance requirements 
5 No service charges 
4 No worrying about bouncing 
checks with overdraft protection 
3 No-cost ATM card 
2 No one wants to see Penny go 
_And the #1 reason you should open 
a CFCU share. draft account for your 
checking needs: H's rally fnle ... no 
kidding! Plus. we pay dividends (lnllral) 
on any balance over SIOO. 
. :, ' 
· But not at Cornell 
Federal Credit Union. We're 
different. Our share draft 
account is absolutely free -
with no strings attached. And if 
you don't already have a share 
draft account, you're missing 
out on a great deal 
So stop by any of our 
convenient offices to start: 
· doing checking our way. Tell 
them Penny sent you. 
HAPPINESS IS KNOWING YOUR 
LATESTCLINIQUE BONUS IS HERE! 
Clinique ·on A Happy Note" is yours at 
no extra charge whatever with any 
Clinique purchase of 12.00 or more, 
Happiness Is also seeing skin look 
tietter and better and better -- exactly 
what tends to happen with dailv 
Clinique care. And · 
there's no time like 
Honus Week to begin. 
because any Clinique 
purchase of 12.00 or 
more brings you six 
Clmique fast lifts -- all in 
those unbuyable. little 
love-to-travel sizes. 
For a fast. free skin analysis. 
come and meet the 
, 
ij '::·:: --
-
Extremely Gentle: Ey<,- Makeup Remover A 
happy parUn~ with eye makeup. a gentle 
whisk-off. 
Qmmatlcally Different M9lsturt1tng Lollon 
Famous "drink" all skins love 
Violet R,lin Soft-Pressed Eye Shadow. Soft 
shade romances cyt·s. makes tht"m no tab Ir. 
Waternwion Rr:-Mo1s1ur11tna 1.,pst1ck . 
Umversal. mo~l-happy pink. c-lu."t·r.:, up -.1.ny 
rnoutl1 
Non~A("rosol Hairspray Style plus no-~tlck 
hold lo go. Easy-lo-lake sin,. easy 10 refill. 
Pop-Ou\ Hair Bmsh. Gpen·and-shut 
groomer you'll be cxtr. -happy lo llnd In 
vour ba,:?. 
One bonus to a ru~ton1l'r 
Aller,tv Testt'cl 
I 00%1 F rai!r Jnr·c.• Frc.-r 
a: 
---CLINIQUE COMPUTER. 
- ~~ I l!I •• 
-I Chnique is a total. system of skm rare. And the very heart of the 
system 1s the Clinigue Comp111rr. Programmed by a group nr leading 
de_rmatologist~. It asks eight essential quesUons and analy-.tes the 
answers to determine skin type and the proper Climque products and 
procedures, Then a sequence of three minutes _In the morning and 
another three minutes <1~ results In better looking skin, 
I 
•• C 
-
ON THE COMMONS 
·HOLLEY'S 
I 
- I _···- ., j-.: I I 
-
4-i 
-0 I~ ~UNIQUE 
---· 
COOlp.Jler_ 
________ ,_.. ____ .. 
OPEN 'TIL 9 P,M,., TI-IURS. & FRI. 
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NOVEMBER 
15, Tues., 7 p.m. Volleyball at 
SUNY Brockport 
16, Wed., 4 p.ni Women's 
Soccer vs. Rochester 
18, Fri., 2 p.m. JV Football vs. 
Colgate 
When Lobel injured her knee, 
~ophomoreKarenHollandsstepped 
m and recorded a 3-1 record during 
the postseason. Senior Mary Ellen 
O'Connell saw playing time in her 
first year in the net last season. 
position last season.to center half-
back. Her new job is vital. 
She is the key on the penalty 
corner defense and is expected to 
contribute on offense. 
"She has the size, speed and 
presence to distribute the play from 
the center of the field. Her biggest 
weakness is her marking, but she's 
reallyworkingonthatinpreseason," 
Kostrinsky said. 
"It's real competitive, 
but it pushes us to try 
harder, so the team is 
better off." 
-sophomore goaltender 
Karen Hollands on the close 
battle for the starting goalie 
slot. 
3 p.m. Women's Soccer 
vs. Skidmore 
4:15 p.m. Women's 
Cross Country at 
Cornell 
.. ~ccordingtoKoslrinsky,Lobel's 
1mtial clears are the strongest, but 
her movement on more than one 
shot needs improvement 
6 p.m. Volleyball -
Ithaca Jnvitational 
TBA Womens Tennis -
NYSWCAA Tourna-
ment at SUNY Albany 
19 sat., 9 a.m. Volleyball - Ithaca 
Hollands is the strongest on pen-
alty shots, but she has to improve all 
of her clears, Kostrinsky said. 
Georgette Summers, another 
sophomore, has never played at the 
left halfback position, but finds 
herself slotted to play there this 
season. 
the comers. 
Greener, the most valuable 
player of the NYSWCAA tourna-
ment last year, played forward last 
season, but is being moved to right 
link so Dodge can move to center 
halfback. 
Kostrinsky said that O'Connell 
is deficient in positioning because 
' Invitational 
of her lack of experience. "She possesses the abilities, great 
speed, sire and reach, to replace 
Hitchcock at halfback, but she needs 
to .hone her marking skills," 
Kostrinsky said. 
11:15 a.m. Cross 
Country at SUNY 
Albany Invitational 
1 p.m. Field Hockey vs. 
hit's real competitive, but it 
pushes us to try harder, so the team 
is better off, n Hollands said of the 
competition for the goal tending slot 
"She's in the best shape ever," 
Kostrinsky said of Greener. "She 
_sets people up well and is a definite 
scoring threat." Rider 
- 1 p.m. Women's Soccer 
- vs. Skidmore 
'\ 1 :30 p.m. Varsity 
Football vs. SUNY 
All three will see considerable 
playing time in the alumni game on 
Sunday, Sept 1, and their perfor-
mances will determine the starter. 
At right halfback, sophomore 
Tanya Tibbetts has experience, 
good stickwork, and game sense. 
The Bombers are strongest at 
the link positions, where senior tri-
captain Rachael Greener and junior 
tri-captain Carolyn Ghezzi will take 
Kostrinsky is looking to Ghezzi 
to produce more offense this season. 
"She plays good defense, she 
can really bug an offensive player, 
but I want her to become more of a 
scoring threat this seasrni," 
Buffalo . 
TBA Women's Tennis -
NYSWCAA Tourney 
at SUNY Albany 
On offense, Kostrinsky is look-
ing for sophomore Kim Dodge to 
switch from right link, her starting 
NEW IBM Educational Offerings 
IBM PS/2• Model 30 286-042 
*2MB memory 
*80286 (10 MHz) processor 
*45 MB fixed disk drive 
*I-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8513 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft· Windows™3.0-
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.S 
Order#2499218 $1,699.00 
IBM PS/2 Model SSSX-O41 
*4MB memory 
*80386SX (16 MHz) processor 
*40 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8513 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3.0 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File F/X 
*Asymelrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499219 $1,999.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX-T81 
*4MB memory 
*80386SX (16 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS '5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499220 $2,549 
Special Bonus Package: Buy your PS/2 before December 3 I, I 991 and receive 
$ 1000 worth of valuable coupons. 
$100,000 IBM "PS/2 Sweepstakes": Come for a free demonstration of the power of 
PS/2 and get an official entry blank for the $ I 00,000 sweepstakes. 
IBM PS/2 Model 55 SX-W81 
*4MB memory 
*80386SX (16 MHz, processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
>!<Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
*Microsoft Excel 3.0 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499221 $2,599.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57 SX-3Tl 
*4MB memory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft· Windows™ 3. 0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499963 $3,299.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 57-3Wl 
•4MB memory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows I. I 
*Microsoft Excel 3.0 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499964 $3,349.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 43-3Tl 
*Lightweight Laptop with carrying case 
*2MB memory 
*80386SX (20 MHz) processor 
*60 MB fixed disk drive 
*l-3.5" diskette-drive (1.44MB) 
*VGA LCD Display 
*IBM Trackpoint *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft· Windows™J.O 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499230 $3,599.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-TSI 
*4MB memory 
*80386 (25 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*1-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
*8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™ 3 .0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Windows Entertainment Pack 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499235 $4,199.00 
IBM PS/2 Model 70-WSI 
*4MB memory 
*80386 (25 MHz) processor 
*80 MB fixed disk drive 
*l-3.5" diskette drive (1.44MB) 
~8515 Color Display 
*IBM Mouse *DOS 5.0 
*Microsoft• Windows™3.0 
*Microsoft Multimedia Extension 
*Microsoft Word for Windows 1.1 
, *Microsoft Excel 3.0 
*Grammatik *Formula Editor 
*Windows Entertainment Pac~ 
*hDC MicroApps *METZ File FIX 
*Asymetrix ToolBook 1.5 
Order#2499237 $5,499.00 
Please inquire about Advanced 
Academic System Offerings, the 
Academic Presentation System, and 
the Roland Desktop Music system. 
Cg11put!!!:!!!~· 
1-Au-th-or-ized-,-----1 371 Elmira Road through IBM's 
Personal Loan f Or Learning! 
t.::g::.::~::.:.,~:...~'a_r _ _. Ithaca, NY 14850 
. . d ti ll nd staff of educational institutions. Prices do not include applicable sales tax. Orders are subject 
These offerings arc available only to quahfied ~tu 
8
:ts, acu.~:raw-this offer at any time without notice. IBM, PS/2, and Micro Channel are registered -
to availability. Prices arc subject to chang~ an I m~y wi M' rosol\ is 8 registered trademark ofMicroson Corporation. Windows, Excel, and Word for 
tra_dcmarks of lntemaCioi_ial Bu~iness Machines ~orp~~~ind:w; Utilities is a trademark of hDC Computer Corporation. Grammatik is a trademark of 
Windows are lrademarks of Microsoft Co~orattodn. k f M IZ Software Consulting, Inc.. 80386SX and 80386 are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
Reference Software Intl.. METZ File fix IS a tra emar O e 
Kostrinsky said. 
Atforward,seniortri-captainJen 
Allen, junior Sue Bender, sopho-
more Amy Carpenter and junior 
Amy Margolis should anchor the 
offense. 
The Bombers offensive attack 
focuses on the right side, where 
Allen is responsible for the transi-
tion from defense to offense. 
"We're going to count on Jen as 
a converter of goals and for assists. 
She's playing as good as any for-
ward we've had in the last half a 
dozen years," Kostrinsky said. 
At the right inside wing, Bender 
will be counted on to lead the rush 
on goal and to score. 
Carpenter combined her speed 
andagressiveness to come on strong 
at the end of last season. 
Kostrinsky said she expects 
more scoring from Carpenter on the 
left wing. 
Margolis doesn't have as much 
speed as the other forwards, but is 
still a scoring threat. 
"She's a hard worker and has a 
nose for goal deflections," 
Kostrinsky said. 
Two freshmen who could see 
considerable playing time at for-
ward this season are Nicky 
Marabella and Kim Green. 
Marabella has impressed the 
coaching staff with her stickwork, 
Green with her speed. 
"The key this year is for our 
defense to develop confidence. We 
have a stronger offense this year,· 
and if they can control the game and 
take the pressure off the defense, 
they'll be able to gain experience 
and confidence," Kostrinsky said. 
The Bombers have three goals 
for the season. 
The first is to win two-thirds of 
their games, the second is to defend 
their NYSWCAA title, and finally, 
the team wants get a bid to the 
nationals. 
Greener said, "We're a young 
and inexperienced team, but there's 
lots of competition for most of the 
positions. If the forward line can 
keep us in the game, the defense 
will get better with time. We'll just 
have to see." 
The Bombers open their regular 
season on Wednesday, Sep. 4 at 
SUNY Onenonta at 4 p.m. 
This space contributed 
as a public service. 
. -~· 
CALL 1•800•ACS•23115 
EASE YOUR MIND. 
'AMERICAN ,~ 
Created as a public service 
by Tucker Wayne/Luckie. 
·--· 
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Fall 1991-Ae.r<Jbics .Sched·ule-·~.- ·. -'~ BUCKS 
·Dihero 
Classes are held in the Hill Center Dance Studio. Participants will n.21 be allowed to 
attend a class if they arrive later than 5 minutes after the class has begun. Step 
classes will begin near- the end of September or the first of October. Announce-
ments will be made as to the days, time, and location of the classes. 
,,, -
Monday Saturday 
8 p.m. Cardio Intense 1 p.m. Toning 
9 p.m. Toning 2 .p.m. Low impact 
. Sunday Tuesday 
12:10 p.m. Mixed Im- 7 p.m. Low Impact 
pact 8 p.m. Toning 
7 p.m. Cardio Intense 9 p.m. Cardio Intense 
8 p.m. Low Impact Super Class 
Wednesday Bi-weekly Saturday and 
7 p.m. Cardio Intense Sunday 
8 p.m. Mixed Impact 12:30 p.m.-2 g.m. 
~alternate Sa urdays & 
undays) 
Thursday Toning 
12:10 p.m. Low Impact 
_ This class is designed to 
' 7 p.m. Cardio Intense strengthen and tone muscles. There is an active warm-up and 
8:00 p.m. Toning stretching, followed hy specific exercises to target various areas of 
the body, and ending with a cool Friday down and stretching. 
12:10 p.m. Toning Low Impact Aerobics 
7 p.m. Mixed Impact A cardiovascular workout that 
raises the heart rate to its target 
zone, but without the stress and 
impact on the joints. 
Emphasis is on large arm 
movements iµid one· foot remains 
on the floor at all times. 
There is approximately a half 
hour of cardio-aerobics followed 
by toning at the end of class. 
~Impact 
This class is designed to vary 
between high and low impact 
movements so there is an interval 
training effect. 
There is approximately a half 
hour of cardio-aerobics followed 
by toning at the end of class. 
.cmlli>Intense 
This workout is for the ener-
getic aerobic enthusiast 
It begins with an active warm-
up and stretching, then 30-35 min-
utes of intense impact aerobics {all 
in the target heart rate zone and 
beginning low. and working high), 
and followed by cool down. 
If there are any questions or com-
men ts about the aerobics program, 
please call the Recreational Sports 
Office at 274-3320. 
DDlab 
' Interested in distributing newspapers and making 
money? Contact The Ithacan. Either stop by at Park 
269 _or call 27 4-3208. (mention_ this ~d) 
advertisement _ _ 
CAMPUS PARKING 
CITY CLUB 
On a temporary basis, parallel parking is being 
permitted at designated areas along Main 
Campus Road. These ~re indicated with signs 
reading "Parallel Parking Permitted Until Futher 
Notice." The areas are located on the south side 
of Main Campus Road between the entrance to 
U-Lot and D-Lot and on the east side of Main 
Campus Road adjacent to C-Lot and M-Lot. This 
was do_ne to accommodate parking until specific 
areas m 0-Lot and S-Lot can be completed 
which is_ expected to be within the next few 
~eeks. On~'=: S and 0-Lots are complete, the 
signs permitting parallel parking along Main 
~am pus Road _will be replaced with "No Parking" 
signs and parking along Main Campus- Road will 
no longer be permitted. ' " C 
.!?!> 
~ 
Q 
FREE Trial Worko.utt 
• Professional Dance Floor • Nautilus • Stairmasters • Lifecyd~s ·_ · 
• Step Aerobics • Treadmills • Sauna • Private Showers • Jacuzzi 
__ . _ , • Sunb_~d . · 
-·over-1.100 affiliated-Hetilth Clu_~s nationwi~e! .. 
-We ;St·ress ·Stud-ent Relief. ~-:---: 
Ask·.-_·about our- -student rates--·,, 
SAVE UP,.TO.$.70.00. 
We Accept VISA, Mastercard .and ·Amerlcah Express. 
Work Out With the Best! ~xercise at City H~alth Club! 
4_02 W. Green St • 273-8300 
Also, additional parking has been made avail-
able at Hudson Heights. There are four lots 
located at_ Hudson Heights and these lots have 
· been designated red lots for student parking. 
-The .shuttle van service has been increased .to 
p_royide trans~ortation from Hudson Heights to 
van9us locations on campus. Shuttle van 
.:,:·:~s·ched~~es ate· ava~lable at Campus Safety and. 
:,'-.Campus: Center and at other locations on cam--
· .P~s: ~ ltsho~]d be_.poi_nted o~t tfj_at only student 
vehicles registered with the ·Traffic Bureau can 
le~~lly park ~t_ H~dson_ ~eights. Any vehicles not 
r~g1~,ered with the Traffic Bureau will be ticketed 
and could be towed at the owner's exp~nse. -· 
advertisement 
THE ITHACAN 23 [ Ithacan Sports ·BY THE NUMBERS 
About this 
page .... PRESEASONFOOTBALLPOLLS 
By Scott D. Matthews 
If you've read The Ithacan be-
fore, you probably don't know what 
to make of this page. 
"BytheNumbers" is anew addi-
tion to the Ithacan sports section, 
one that we feel will help improve 
our coverage of Ithaca College 
sports. 
Our aim is to provide the whole 
story of the IC athletic scene, some-
thing that is simply impossible to 
accomplish with words alone. 
The page that you are reading 
now is only part of what you will · Ithacan I Amy Kweskin 
see in the upcoming weeks. Once IC senior kicker Matt_Sulllv~n boots one during preseason drills. 
week, as seen ~o the ':1ght, will let results, information and schedules 
the athletic season Slarts, scores of y~u know whats commg up. There from intramural competition will 
every game that occurred during will also be statistics, standings, also be reported. 
the paSt week will appear. and other features to keep the IC Anotherfeatureof"BytheNum-
~Th'.'=:e=sc~hed':"':u~le":'fi':o:"r':'th-:e_u::pc~om_in~g-~sp;.;o.;.;rts~fan;;,;..w.;,;.;,;el:.1,:in:,fo~nn=e~d:.:.· :.,Fi~n:al~I y~, bers" will be" Athlete of the Week." 
I NTRAM URALS Selected by the Ithacan sports edi-
The Hill Center Pool has extended its 
free swim hours. The HCP will now be 
open from 10 a.m.-11 a.m. on Tues. and 
Thurs. for free swimming. 
Monday Sept 2 
Labor Day - no classes and outdoor 
pool closes. 
Iuesday Sept 3 
Aerobics organizational meeting, 
7 p.m., Hill Center Dance Studio 
Aerobics instructors auditions, 7:30 
p.m., Hill Center dance studio. 
Softball Informational managers 
meeting, 6:30 p.m., Hill Center 
Softball officials organizational 
• meeting, 6:30 p.m., Hill Center 
Sand volleyball tournament Informa-
tional managers meeting, 6:30 p.m., 
Hill Center 
Volleyball officials organizational 
meeting, 6:30 p.m., Hill Center 
Wednesday Sept 4 
Aerobics organizational meeting, 
7 p.n1., Hill Center dance studio 
tors, the recognition will go to the 
Ithaca College athlete who turns in 
the best performance each period, 
the week ending on the Sunday 
before publication (Thursday): 
Nominations for "Athlete of the 
Week" are accepted and encour-
aged. If you would like to nominate 
an athle_te, either drop by The Ithacan 
office in Room 269 of the Park 
School, or call the Ithacan sports 
departmentat274-3207. 
Also, feel free to drop us a line 
about any aspect of "By the Num-
bers" or the sports section in gen-
eral. 
We hope that "By the Numbers" 
will keep you informed with the 
Floor hockey officials organizational statistics that shape the IC sports 
meeting, 6:30_p.m., Hill Center . scene. 
Floor hockey tournament Informa-
tional managers meeting, 6 p.m., 
Hill Center 
NCAA Division Ill Coaches Poll 
1. University of Dayton (Ohio) 
2. Allegheny College (Penn ) 
3. Augustana College (Ga) 
4. ITHACA COLLEGE 
5. Lycoming College (Pa ) 
6. Central College (Iowa) 
7. Ferrum College (Va ) 
8. Washington and Jefferson (Pa) 
9 Hofstra University (N.Y.) 
10 Union College (NY) 
Hanson's Football Gazette 
1. Univ. of Wisconsin - Whitewater 
2. Augustana College (Ga.) 
3. Lycoming College (Pa.) 
4. University of Dayton (Ohio) 
5. Washington and Jefferson (Pa.) 
6. ITHACA COLLEGE 
7. Allegheny College (Penn.) 
8. St. John's University (Mn.) 
9. Central College (Iowa) 
10. Baldwin- Wallace College (Ohio) 
The Sporting News Poll 
1. Augustana College (Ga.) 
2. University of Dayton (Ohio) 
3. ITHACA COLLEGE 
4. Allegheny College (Pa.) 
5. Central College (Iowa) 
6. Cortland State 
7. Lycoming College (Pa.) 
8. Washington and Jefferson (Pa.) 
9. Ramapo College (N.J.) 
10. Baldwin - Wallace College (Ohio) 
Champion Upstate New York 
Division Ill Preseason Football All -
Star Team 
Jeff Wittman, Jr., Running Back 
Rochester, NY (Gates - Chili H.S.) 
Chris White, Sr., Offensive Line 
Katonah, NY (John Jay H.S.) 
1991 Champion Upstate New York 
Division Ill Football Preseason Poll 
Rank 
1. ITHACA COLLEGE 
2. Cortland State 
3. Union College 
4. Buffalo State 
5. St. Lawrence University 
6 Rensselaer / 
7. Canisius c~e--"' 
8 il:Jt=ii-ver-s.~f Rochester 
9 ~ltred University 
10. Albany State 
11. Brockport State 
12. University of Buffalo 
13 Hamilton College 
St. John Fisher College 
15. Hobart College 
16. Siena College 
Pts. 
250 
240 
226 
197 
179 
163 
153 
145 
135 
113 
98 
90 
60 
60 
45 
22 
The following teams recieved first 
place votes: ITHACA 12, Cortland St. 2, 
Union College, Buffalo State. 
The preseason poll was voted on by 
the 16 participating member institutions. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Aug. 29-Sept.5 
Saturday Aug 31 
Field Hockey vs. IC Alumni 11 a.m. 
Tuesday Sept 3 
Men's Soccer vs. SUNY Binghamton 
4 p.m. 
Wednesday Sept 4 
Women's Soccer at Scranton 4 p m. 
Field Hockey at SUNY Oneonta 
4 p.m. 
Welcomes you back and invites you to 
Join in the celebration of their l O years 
~erving the Ithaca College Community. 
Starting next week: watch for The lthacan's Athlete of the 
Week above our ad. J. Gould1s is proud to recognize Ithaca 
College's fine athletic tradition. 
• 
UL 
College Outfitters 
1 11 North Aurora Street 
-
272-4477 
'.t·. 
,.., 
Inside a Bomber football 
practice- a photo essay 
... page 18 
Let's kick it: men's soccer wraps 
up preseason, opens on Tuesday 
... page19 
"By The Numbers:" The new stats 
and information page 
... page 23 
The Ithacan 
Page24 
Net result 
SPORTS 
August 29, 1991 
Def ending champs 
look for a double-dip 
By Pam Rollinson 
The word "repeat" is not allowed to be 
spoken in front of any of Ithaca College's 
women soccer players. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Even though the Bombers captured the 
school's first-ever NCAA Division III 
Championship last year, they're not letting it 
go to their heads. 
"It .was just one tournament. It doesn't 
necessarily mean that we were number one 
throughout the whole season," head coach 
Patrick Farmer said. 
The team only lost forward Amy Boyle, 
midfielder Tracy Coomber, and back Kelly 
Wheeler from last year's roster. 
Farmer feels that the squad's composure 
may be affected in the beginning of the year 
due to their absence. 
"But once we get everyone's positions 
sorted out, we'll start to play well," Fanner 
said. 
One reason the women's soccer team had 
such an exceptional season last year is due to 
returning senior goalkeepers Beth Howland 
and Beth Greco. 
The two players are so competitive that 
Farmer has to constantly evaluate each one's 
performance during practice to determine 
who will start for the next game. 
"They're so close in ability that it's diffi-
cult to decide who's playing better," Farmer 
said. 
Howland was named an All-American by 
the National Soccer Coaches Association of 
America for her 1990 efforts. 
According to sophomore defender Megan 
Collins, preseason play is much more com-
petitive than last year. 
"We're hoping to pick up at the level of 
play that we left off of last year and ·take it 
further," Collins said. · 
Howland feels that it's too early to deter-
mine how the team will fare this season. 
"We'd like to achieve a higher quality of play 
throughout the whole season instead of just 
during post-season," Howland said. 
"We're hoping to pick up_at the 
level of play that we left off of 
last year and take it further." 
-Sophomore defender Megan 
Collins 
Greco is confident that the team's experi-
ence playing together in the past will be their 
biggest asset. 
The Bombers are facing their toughest 
schedule ever this season. Ithaca starts off 
against the University of Scranton in Penn-
sylvania on Wednesday, Sept. 4th. 
. The Royals were the only team to score 
more than one goal against IC last year, as 
they beat the Bombers 2-0. 
But according to Howland, the first game 
oftheseasonshouldn'tsetthe tonefortherest 
of the year. _ 
"It's a tough field and the game is in the 
_ middle·of the week. We'll just have to wait 
and see," Howland said. 
Also on IC's docket are 1990 national 
runnerup Cortland State, NCAA semifinalist 
Methodist (N.C.), and two-time national 
champion University of Rochester. 
Ithacan / Greg Hollmann 
Senior goaltender Zac Shaw stretches for a shot during practice on 
Tuesday, Aug. 27. See related story, page 19. 
The Syracuse native is IC's all-time shut-
out leader with 28. She is also the school-
record holder for goals against average (0.37) 
and save percentage (.921) 
Since the team only lost three oflast year's 
players, the competition for starting posi-
tions is very intense. In fact, 21 letterwinners 
return for the 1991 campaign. 
Fourteen Bomber opponents were post-
season participants, and seven foes earned 
their way into the NCAA Playoffs. 
"They'll all be after us this year," Coach 
Farmer said, referring to his unit's tough title 
defense. 
For success, defense can't rest 
By Christa Anoll 
This year's annual alumni game 
will answer many questions for the 
field hockey team. Questions like 
who's going to fill the void for a 
defense decimated by graduation. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Last season, the field hockey 
team counted on its defense to keep 
it in the game until its offense pro-
duced. It worked. The Bombers will 
be afforded no such luxury this 
season. 
Ithaca lost five key defensive 
players in the offseason. Sweeper 
Kathy Powers and halfbacks 
Angelee Hitchcock, Mitzi Jacques 
and Molly Melchior graduated. 
Halfback Sue Schairer is complet-
ing her studies in physical therapy 
at Rochester this year. 
"Our biggest concern is with the 
sweeper and halfback positions. Our 
defense really came together. last 
year. and we lost players instru~ 
mental to last year's success .from· 
that unit," head coach Doris 
Kostrinsky said. 
Replacing last year's backfield 
will be a group of inexperienced, 
but talented players. 
Three sophomores are compet-
ing for the sweep, which Kostrinsky 
thinks will be the hardest position 
to fill. 
"You can't just freelance [at 
sweep]. You have to know when to 
make your move, and when you 
make the move, you have to be 
aggressive," Kostrinsky said. 
Although all three have experi-
ence at halfback, sophomore Denise 
Gugliemo is the only one of the trio 
with experience at this position. 
Kostrinskf said that although 
Gugliemo has a better feel for the 
position, she plays too conserva-
tively because she lacks speed 
"She-possesses-a good hit and 
good fielding, but she needs to learn 
when to be assertive," Kostrinsky 
said; 
Lucy Robinson has no varsity 
experience, but . has the physical 
ability to play .the position, accord-
ing to Kostrinsky. 
"Lucy has impressed me this 
year. She's more prepared to play 
this season, combine that with her 
size, drive and marking, and she 
has a shot," Kostrinsky said. 
According to Kostrinsky, 
sophomore Cynthia Caldwell has 
theedgeatthesweepposition. "She 
has the speed, power and stickwork, 
but she just needs the experience," 
Kostrinsky said. 
In the net and on offense is where 
the Bombers will have to take 
control of their games. They are 
returning all three goalkeepers, and 
all but one player from the offensive 
unit. 
The starting goalie position is 
wide open. Last season, junior 
WynneLobelstartedinthenetuntil 
she injured. her knee right before 
the start of the New York State 
Women's Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation (NYSWCAA) tourna-
ment 
See "Field Hockey" page 21 
"We're the team to beat" 
Ithacan,' Greg·Hollmann 
carolyn Ghezzl works on her stlckhandllng durlng_p_ractlae. 
